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OPl'ICAL. METHODS FOR THE STUDY OF COHVEC!IVE 
MAS£: TRANSFER BOUNDARY LAYERS ON ·EXTENDED ELECTRODES * 

Kirk Watson Beach 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
·and Department of Chemical Engineering, University of California, 

Berke.ley, California 

ABSTRACT 

Several pptical 'techniques have .been combined far the study of mass 

transfer boundary layers along extended horizontal electrodes in rectangular 

ducts. A Mach-Zehnder interferometer, supplemented by a focussing critical 

angle refractometer is used to determine the concentration boundary layer 

profiles as a fUnction of the distance from the leading edge of the elec-

trode with a consideration of the variation in the cross channel direc-

tion. A laser velocimeter is included in the. system for the measurement 

of the electrolyte velocity near the electrode as a fUnction of time 

and position. 

A numerical analysis of light propagation. in the nonuniform refrac-

tive index fields found in mass transfer boundary layers has shown that 

the previously used expressions for computing concentration profiles from 

interferomt,:ter fringe patterns often result in large errors in boundary 

layer dimensions and concentrations .. A method for deriving concentration 

profiles frcm interferometer fringe patt~rns with a consideration of lig~t 

deflection distortions is presented. 

* Ph. D. thesis,.research conducted under the direction of C. w. Tobias and 
R. H. Muller. 

This report was prepared as an account of work 
sponsored by the United Sl&tcs Ouveu.ment. N.::illu;,. 
the United States nor the United States Atomic Energy 
Commission, nor any of their employees, nor any of 
their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, 
makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any 
legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, com
pleteness or usefulness of any information, apparatus, 
product or process disclosed, or represents that its use 
would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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·I~ nn'RODUCTION 

Most electrochemic.al reactors are parallel plate systems vi th one 

plate acting as the anode and the other as the cathode. Two separate 

reactions oecur in the reactor, an electrochemical reduction at the cathode 

and an ele~trochemical oxidation atthe anode. Since these are heterogeneous 

reactions th~·y are rate limited. by mass transfer more often "than by charge 

transfer at"the phase boundaries. In order to increase the mass transfer 

rate, forced or free convection is frequently employed. This study is 

concerned With a rectangular duct electrochemical. reactor, and the investi-

gation of mass transfer in regimes of comb:lned forced and free convection 

in it~ 

Diverse technical. processes such as the mercury amalgam cell process 

for the electrolytic production of ch,lorine, water desalinization by electro

dialysis, and the zinc air battery use the rectangular duct reactor. Several 

theoreti.cal at,tempts have been made ioo describe the mass transfer processes 

. . 10 31 36 39 in a rectangular duct ' ' ' ' however none has been able t6 deal 

adequately with the variations in ~iscosity, density, conductivity and 

geometry which are important to the process. 

Limiting current measurements have been used. by Bickman15 in this 

laboratory to investigate mass transfer in· copper deposition in the 

:recta~u+~r 4\fct. It was founQ: t~t the qu0yant fluid fo~d over an 

upward f8t;ing cathode in forced convection could cause superimposed 

natural convection, which results in much higher limiting current values 

than those. found when the cathode faced down,as shown In Fig. 1.15. The 

onset of the.natural convection occUrred when the boundary layer wa~ so 

thick that buoyant 'forces exceeded viscous forces. 
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The limiting current technique has seve~l disadvantages. The 

current measurements must be ma~e-over.relatively large electrode sur-

face areas and therefore the resolution of the measurement is low. The 

measurement must be made in a quasi-steady-state condition; the applied 

current r~ must approach the limiting value slowly enough to prevent 

overshoot,but fast enough ~o preVent the electrode surface properties from 

•· changing before the limitiog value is reached. In addition limiting 

current measurements provide no direct information about the size or struc- · 

ture of the boundary layer. 

The ~~ose of this wOrk was to develop an alternate method of 

examining the mass transfer bounQ.ary layer over extended electrodes in 

rectangular ducts. The·techriiques should provide high spatial resolution 

measurements in both transient and steady state boundarY layers at currents 

below and at the limiting value. Several optical instruments which had 

been used for the study of electrochemical mass-transfer boundary layers 

. 5 17 29 30 33 44 were considered ' . ' ' ' ' ~ Of the available methods, the Mach-

Zehnder interferometric technique uaed by Lin, Moulton and Putman25 for 

boundary layer studies in a rectangular channel ·vas best .suited to our 

needs. 

An experimental arrang.em.ent consisting of a 3 meter long glass walled 

flow channel has been constructed .with a 1 meter long electrode in the 

dowstreain end. A carriage mountf.ld laser interferometer3 ·has been located 

so that it can be used to observe the boundary· layer at any point along 

the electrode lerigth. To· complement the interferometer,_ a focussing 

refractometer and a Doppler velocl...meter h~ve :been a.dded to the·system and 

an absorptio~ densitometer _has been designed for future use with the system. 

*Sec J. Robert Se~n, Ph.b. thesis, Chem. Eng., UC Berkeley, to be issued. 

·~· . 
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During early experiments vith the interferometer, it was found that 

an adjustment of the focus of the instrument resulted in a change of the 

apparent boundary l.ayer thickness and interfacial concentration. The 

thickness and concentration difference changes ranged as high as 30o%. with 

no degradation of fringe quality or i.mage sharpness. This dependence on 

focus was due to ·light curvature in ·~he interferOmetric cell..· A numerical 

computation of light deflection effects shows that often the interferogram 

of a mass transfer boundary layer does riot'display the concentration profile 

directly but that the concentration·profile can be found through a trial 

and error computation. 

w .. 

• 

.'!-, 
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II. HYDRODYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS IN 
A RECTANGUI.Jl.R CHA.,.llfl{EL 

The glass walled flow channel used for the initi&l. optical tests 

was 1 em wide (electrode width) and 2.54 em high (electrode separation). 

These dimensions were chosen so that the electrode surface could be 

observed from both low and high, angles. The 1 meter long electrode was 

located at the dOwnstream end of the channel, leaving an entry length 

of about 125 hydraulic diameters. Han12 calculated that this entry length 

is sufficient to reach a center stream ve~locity which is 99% of the center 

velocity in fully developed laminar flo1-·. 

H 1 d B l3 . t 1 t . t fl . t 1 appe an renner g1ve an exac so u 1on o ow 1n rec angu ar 

channels of width a and height b in dirE!Ctions x and y respectively for 

the coordinate system shown in Fig. 2.1.. 

:ic(x-a) 
CXl 

v = ~ + r s:'_n (mrrx) 
z dz 2lJ m=l a 

[Am cosh (nrrry) + B sinh (m:y)] (2.1) 
a m 

where 

.1E 
2 

A 2 a (cos(mn) -1} . = m dz lJD13 'IT3 

and A (cosh (mrr b/a} -1) 
B 

m -m· 
sinh (mnb/a) 

Since the Schn.idt pumber is near 1000 and the mass traqsfer bound~ry 

layer begins after the flow is fully developed, the mass transfer 

boundary layer will be thin compared to the hydrodynamic boundary layer. 

The velocity is therefore considered to be a linear function of y, the 

distance away from the electrode. Solving Eq. 2.1 for the velocity 
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Fig. 2.1. Coordinate system 
in flov channel. 

Experimental 
Beam 
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gradient at the electrode we f'ind 

V(x) = I 
~ dv/dY = -2 dz 

. y=O 

a. 
2 

).J'IT 

r 
m=l 

sin (mnx) 
a 

(cos (mn) -l)(cosh (mn b/a) -1) 

m2 sinh (mn b/a) 

(2.2) 

A plot of this gradient vs channel width is shown in Fig. 2.2. Curve C 

is the gradient profile for the 2.54 aspect ratio in this channel. The 

infinite height channel curve is indistinguishable from the b/a = 2.54 

curve. In order to approximate a·uniform velocity gradient at the elec-

trode across 80% of a 1 em electrode (curve A) the interelectrode spacing 

must be reduced to lmm. Because of the light curvature an aspect ratio 

of 0.1. cannot be used at current densities high enough to create the 

natural convection patterns that we wish to observe! 

In the initial experiments it was assumed that the boundary layer 

was uniform in the direction perpendicular to the glass walls, this is 

clearly.not true. 

Figure 2.3 shows how_ the boundary layer thickness varies in the 

cross channel direction. An E!Stimate of the cross channel variation of 

· the boundary layer thickness may be made from a consideration of the 

L "' 1 t. • 4 f h bo d 1 1 d' d f . . eveq_ue so u 1on or t e un ary ayer at the __ ea 1ng e ge o a sem1-

infinite plate in Couette flow. If, in the cross channel direction, 

the concentration at the electrode is constant and the boundary layer 

. has the same shape but varies in thickness., the concentration profile at 

a particular distance z from the leading edge and time· t may be written 

c(x,y) I 
z 

= f(~) (2.3) 
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Fig. 2 .3. Velocity and concentration profiles in the boundary l~er over an upward facing 
cathode. The approximately linear velocity profile in the mass transfer boundary 
layer is shown with a zero velocity gradient at the glass wall which increases away 
from the wall as shown in Fig. 2.1. The concentration boundary layer is diffusion 
controlled at the wall and decreases in thickness with the increase in velocity. 

J, 
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where ~(x) is proportional to ~. 

The ionic f'lux g~ which is inversely proportional to ~ and therefore 

a, is the sum of' the dift'usion f'lux Jd plus the cOIJ\"'ective flux jc. The 

Leveque solution shows that 

J · « Nu {Re)1 / 3 
c 

{2.4) 

where Nu is the Nusselt numb~r and Re is the ReYnolds number. Since in the 

lamina,r . f'low the Reynolds number is proportional to the velocity gradient 

(2.5) 

The diffusion f'lux jd is assumed to be constant so setting jd = K2 results 

in 
~{x) = Ko 

j = = K V l/3 + K 
1 (x) 2 

At x= b (where V=O) ~ can be normalized tp 1 by setting K2 = K0 

~(x) = 1 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

so that 1 if' the concentration prof'ile at the glass vall is known, the 

concentration across the channel is in the f'orm 

C(x~y)l 
z 

(2.8) 

Substituting for ~(x) from Eq. 2.7 

C(x~y) I 
z 

= c(o, y(K v(x)
113 +l)~ z (2.9) 

where y is the distance from the electrode, V(x) ia the velocity 

gradient !'unction and K is an adjustable parameter relating the con-

tributions of diffusion and convection to the flu.t. This expression 

will be ·used for the data analysis in Section V-C. 

• 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

The experimental system used to measure refractive index profiles 

and velocity in a rectangular electrochemical flow reactor is shown in 

Fig. 3.1. The system has been designed so that the operator can control 

the experiment while seated at the interferometer or the fo cussing refracto

meter. The interferometer, the focussing refractometer, (right foreground) 

and the Doppler velocimeter (left foreground) are mounted on carriages so 

that they can be moved to any location along the electrode. Experiment 

identification and timing marks allow the separately recorded interfere

grams on 16 mm movie film, the refractograms on 35 mm slide film, the 

velocimeter record on magnetic tape and the current, voltage, electrode 

overpotential and time information to be correlated for anaiysis. 

A. The Flow System 

The three meter long glass -walled electrochemical reactor shown in 

Fig. 3.2 forms the heart ot the system. The flow channel bas been de

signed so that it can be easily converted to any rectangular cross section 

up to 10 em square and . can accomodate membranes and porous separators as 

well as the solid copper electrodes currently in"stalled. 

Figure 3.3 shows t he cell construction. The aain body consists of 

two three meter long lucite blocks 2" x 6", separated at the ends by 4" 

end pieces which contain the electrolyte inlet and outlet. The main body 

is given . rigidity by 6" aluminum channels bolted to the top and bottom. 

The glass walls are sealed to the body by pneumatic 0-rings s hown in Fig. 3.4 

which are expanded to 46 psig after the cell valls are in place, and 

evacuated for wall removal. 
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CBB 7011-7034 
Fig. 3.1. Flow channel with optical system; ready to operate -- The operator 

seated at the interferometer~ can control the experiment with the control 
box above his left hand. The Doppler velocimeter (left foreground) and 
the focussing refractometer (right foreground) are mounted on a common 
carriage. 
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Fig . 3 . 2. Glass walled flow reactor -- The flow direction is from right 
to left in the channel, the entry length is on the right and the react
ing electrodes are on the left. The cell is mounted on screw jacks for 
adjustment of the angle of the incoming light. The laser interferometer 
which can be seen on the far right is mounted on a lathe bed carriage so 
that it may be moved to any desired location along the electrode. 
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CBB 6811-6683 

Fig. 3.3. Flow channel with the left glass wall removed. The lucite 
spacers in the entry region and the copper electrodes in the reaction 
region determine the channel dimensions . 
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XBB 6811-6678 
Fig . 3. 4. Glass wall and backing plate -- The pneumatic 0-ring around the 
edge of the glass frame ciiluw::; Ll11::! cell to be sealed with o.ny cho.nncl width 
between the glass walls up to 10 ern . . If the channel width is increased , 
shorter connecting bolts and screws are used between the backing plate and the 
glass frame so that the backing plate will fit flush against the cell body. 
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The channel dimensions are determined by lu.cite IIP&eer blocks 

located between the glass walls in the entry and exit regions and by the 

electrodes in the reaction region. The spacer blocks can be seen in 

place in Fig. 3.3 forming a channel 1 em wide and 2.54 em high. The 

spacers are fastened in place by 3" long stainless steel retaining screws 

coming through the access holes in, the cell body and sealed with a-rings 

under the screw heads. The 1 meter long electrodes shown in Fig. 3.5 

receive electrical power through 3" brass retainirig screws which also 

hold them in place. 

The cross section of the assembled cell, shovn in Fig. 3.6 was taken 

through. the electrode region. From · thil! view, it can be seen that the 

pneumatic 0-ring H can be expanded to seal the cell with any desired 

separation between the glass valls up t .o 10 em. '.rhe spacer sleeves be

tween the backing plate and the frame of the glass can be replaced so 

that the backing plate will sit flush, against the cell body. When 

the 0-rings are pressurized, they push the .cell body apart causing leaks. 

To prevent this twelve clamp assemblies -with contact screws K transfer 

the load from the cell body to the rigid steel backing plates. 

A Luggin capillary shown in Fig. 3.7 was drilled in the spacer pre

ceedlng Lhe C!:iLhude l:iU th1:1L' uveq.>uLeuLlal llie!:i::;Ui'e..neuts could be made. 

T~e la~ge slanted hole was sealed with a nylon screw. Connection is 

made to the capillary with a threaded tube through an access hole in the 

cell body. Originally a copper tube was used which acted as the reference 

electrode but more recently a brass tube has been used to connect to an 

external copper reference electrode. 
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CBB 6811-6689 

Fig. 3.5. Copper electrode::; ln Lhe channel -- The l meter long copper 
electrodes were manufactured in three sections due to limited machining 
facilities. The electrical connection to the electrodes through the 
brass screws which also hold the electrodes 'in place can be seen. 
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XBL 7011-708 7 

Fig. 3.6. Cross section o"f the "flow channel t.hrou.gb the clectl-odes 

A 6 inch aluminum channel to provide rigidity 
B 2 inch X 6 inch lucite cell body block 
C 3/ 8 inch steel ba.cki ng plate to ::JUpprn-t gl&Bs valls 
D 1/2 inch thick glass cell wall 
E 1 em wide replaceable copper anode (held in place by 2 1/2 incl 

brass screws which come through accese holes in the cell body 
blocks. Electrical connect ion is also ruade t~o1J8h t hese screws) 

F 1 em wide ?.54 em high flow chatmel (dimensions adjust able) 
G 1 em wide replaceable copper cathode (see DOte on E) 
H lucite frame for glass wal l s 
J replaceabl e connecting bolt s vhich connect the ba.cki ng plate to 

the glass "frame 
K clamp bolt to stiffen cell (transfers force to the steel backing 

plate) 

Note: Blunt labeling lines through the indicated objects; arrows point to 
the objects. 
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XBB 691-660 

Fig. 3.7. Drilled capillary in lucite channel spacer -- ~he connected 
holes shown drilled in the lucite spacer provide an electrolyte 
conduction path between the reference electrode connection hole 
(vertical, top) and the capillary hole (70° to horizontal, bottom) 
via an interconnecting hole (20° to horizontal) which is sealed in 
bar.k with a nylon screw used as a plug. The referem.:e elec: Lrode 
connection is made through an access hole in the ceJl body. 
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A diagram of the flow system is shown in Fig. 3.8. The flow cell 

A is supplied with electrolyte through an articulated 1-l/2" PVC pipe 

B using PVC pipe unions as joints. Electrolyte from the 130 liter fiber-

glass supply tank F can flow to the cell through either the high rate 

flow meter C for flows up to 375 cm3 I sec ~e = 22 ,ooo) or 1 he low rate 

flow meter L for rates up to J7.) cm3/scc (F~ ~ 2200). TL~ .te::;t uf Lln: 

flow system is constructed mainly ot plastic including tl .e magnetically 

coupled recirculating pump N, the electrolyte preparation tank P and the 

cell outlet tank H. The outlet of the cell is kept slightly above atmo-

spheric pressure by vent G. The rest of the system may be pressurized. 

A deionized water connection at Q allows the cell and tanks to be rinsed. 

The valve R allows the reference electrode capillary S and r eference 

electrode T to be easily filled with electrolyte. In addi tion this 

valve allows deionized water to be forced through the capill ary when 

the electrode is being polished t o prevent blocking the capillary. 

Either line to the outlet tank H may be connected to the drain for rins-

ing or solution disposal. 

•itrogen is supplied to a manifold Z for d~genating solutions. 

The supply tank manifold allows the supply tank to be pressurized with 

nitrogen, vented to air or evacuated with a water jet vacuum connected 

to v. The O~ring manifold U allows the 0-rings to be pressurized by the 

house air supply W or evacuated, through the 0-ring connection tubes X. 

B. The Interferometer 

9 11 18 41 42 The Laser f~ch-Zehnder I nt erferometer ' ' • ' · used in this 

. 2 3 
study has been described elsewhere. ' Figure 3.9 shows the interfere-

meter as originally constructed a~d Fig. 3.10 shows the interferometer 
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Fig. 3.8. The Flow System. 

A. flow cell with vents and drains 
B. articulated cell connection arm · 

3 
. 

C. high flowrate rotameter (0-375 em /sec) 
D. high flowrate control valve (1-1/2 inch PVC ) 
E. supply tank valve (l-1/2 inch PVC) 
F. supply tank (fiberglass, 130 liter) . 
G. atmospheri c outflow vent (2 inch PVC) 
H. output collection tank (nalgene) 
J. electrolyte control manifold (1/2 inch PVC) 
K. low flow rate centro~ ~alve (1/2 inch PVC) 
L. rotameter (0-37.5 em /sec) 
M. electrolyte return line (l/2 inch PVC) 
N. recycle pump (Serfilco, magnetically coupled) 
P. mixing and storage tank (nalgerie) 
Q. house dei oni zed water supply) 
R. reference electrode electrolyte supply 
S. referenc·e electrode capillary connection 
T. reference electrode (copper) 
U. pneumatic 0-ring control manifold 
V. water je t vacuum connection 
W. house air supply 
X. connections .to pneumatic 0-rings 
Y. supply tank pressurization control !ll.anifold 
z. nitroben distributi on ~anifold 
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XBB 688-50llA 

The original interferometer (Side view) 

modified laser (EOA LAS 101, emits from both ends) 
mirror 
space for experiment.R.l cell 
objectivP. lens 
beam uniter (Optical C:m=t.ti np; Laboratorier;) 
spatial filter (vertical slit) 
camera (motor drive Nikon F) 
reference lens 
aluminum mounLing block 
lathe bed with int. ~;>rferometer on c.arriage 
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Fig. 3.10. The present interferometer (side view). 

A. laser (EOA LAS 101) 
B. mirrors 
C .. 3x be~ expanding telescopes 
D. expPri.rnental cell 
E. objective lens 
F. reference lens 
G. bea.ni uniter (Oriel Optic~) 
H. spatial filter (vert-ical slit) 
J. camera (16 mm motor driven Bolex) 
K. beam interrupter for timing marks · 
L. photodiode to create timing marks on 

the other recordings 

... · .. 
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with beam expanding telescopes and timing marker added. 

A 0.5 mm diameter colli.-ted li&ht ray from the lett ¢nd of the laser 

A reflects from a mirror Band passea through an expanding telescope C. 

The expanded 4 mm diameter beam is directed by another mirror B to the 

experimental cell D. The lieht emercing from the cell is focused on the 

film plane J by the objective lens E. For cathodic deposition studies 

the objective lens is adjusted so that a 1/c mm reticle placed on the 

inside of the glass wall farthest from the objective lens is focused on 

the film plane. 

The diverging reference beam emitted from the right end of the 

laser20 is reflected from a mirror B and passes through the timing inter

rupter K and an expanding teles~ope C. The expanded reference beam passes 

through the compensating lens F and combines with the experimental beam 

in the beam uniter G. The be8.m uniter is a 50% transmitting 50% reflect

ing dielectric coating mirror which splits each beam into two separat e 

beams, one going up and one going to the right. 

The alignment of an interferometer with a laser light sourc e is 

much easier than wit'h a conventional light source. 35 To form an inter

ferenc~ pattern on the film plane the two horizontal beams are simply 

adjusted so that they are coincident on the film . plane and so that the i r 

points of convergence between the beam uniter and the film plane are 

nearly coincident. If one convergence point is farther from the film 

than the other, the fringes will be circular. If the convergence points 

are vertically displaced the fr i nge pattern is horizontal and if they are 

horizontally displaced in the cross beam direction the fri nge pattern is 

vertical. The fringe pattern is adjusted so that the fringe s are perpen

dicular to the electrode. 
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A spatial filter H is located at the point of convergence of the 

light rays to filter out the spurious diffraction patterns characteristic 

of laser light. The spatial filter, a slit oriented perpendicular to the 

electrode, decreases the intensity of the spurious diffraction patterns 

without reducing spatial resolution in the direction parallel to the s l it. 

A pbotodiode L is located at the point of convergence of the vertical 

portion of the reference beam. When the interrupter K blocks the refer-

ence beam each second the photodiode sends a timing signal to the other 

recorders on the system so that the experimental times in the records 

may be correlated fo1· analysis. 
. 4 . 

A 16 mm Bolex movie c~era3 with an electric motor drive serves 

as. film transport. · The operation of this camera, the electrolysis power 

supply and all of the other recording de~vices are automatically controllf·d 

by a preset electrolysis timer and the timing signals from the photodiode. 

In order to assure proper alignment of the experimental cell before 

each eJq~er.iment, a mirror is placed against the glass wall of the cell 

nearest the objective lens in the path of the exPerimental beam. If the 

cell is correctly oriented arid the glass is perpendicular to the beam, 

the light will be reflected exactly back down its incoming path. Multiple 

reflections will occur since the end of the laser is also a mirror. By 

placing a viewing screen with a small hole tor the beam in the beam path 

~ev~~tio~a from po~l inciqence as small as 10-4 ra4ians can be eas i ly 

detected by observing a higher order reflection which is not collinear with 

the rest and strikes the screen outside the hole. 

C. The Focusing Refractometer 

In order to determine the boundary layer concentration profile i n 

the cross channel direction, the direction which is averaged by the 
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interferometer, a focusinc refractometer was constructed to determine 

the concentration profile on the inside of the glass wall. 

A diagram of the refractometer is shown in Fig. 3.11. Light from 

a high intensity mercury vapor light source A is filtered by a dichroic 

filter B to remove the ultraviolet and focused by a lens C on the pin-

hole D. The light passing through the pinhole is collimated by another 
0 

lens C and filtered by a 5460A monochromatic interference filter B. 

The collimated monochromatic light is directed by a mirror E to the 

contact prism assembly F. 

The contact prism assembly is in optical contact with the glass wall 

of the flow channel G, and the two operate together as the prism of a 

22 critical angle refractometer. A cylindrical lens has been cemented 

on the right end of the prism with its axis vertical. The lens has been 

located so ·that the coll.imated light passing through it will converge in 

the shape of a wedge to a vertical line on the ~lass-liquid interface. 

The light which is reflected from the interface passes through a 

focusing cylindrical lens with its axis horizontal and into the camera 

lens H which is focussed at infinity. The resultant effect of the focus-

ing cylindrical lens and the camera lens together is that the illuminated 

vertieal line at the ~lass-liquid interface is focused on the film in the 

vertical direction by both lenses while the angle of the reflected light 

is focused on the film in the horizontal direction by the camera lens alone. 

The angle of the light at which the transition froa partial to total reflec-

tion occurs depends upon the refractive index of the liquid in the cell. 

The refraction at the glass liquid interface obeys Snell's la~l9 

= (3.1) 
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Fig. 3.11 Focussing refractometer (Top view) 

.A. mercury vapor light 
0 

B. dichroic interference filters passing 5460A (Optics Technology) 
C. collimating lenses 
D. plnhole spatial filter 
E. mirror 
F. contact prism aRfH;~mhly with converging cylinder on 

right and focussing cylinder lens (horizontal axis on left) 
G. glass wall of cell 
H. 500 mm camera lens focussed at infinity 
J. electrolyte with refractive index profile in the vertical 

direction 
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where n1 is the refractive index in the class, ... el is the angle of 

light incidence or reflection in the glass, n2 is the refractive index 

in the liquid and e
2 

is the angle of light refraction in the liquid. 

Since n
1

>rt
2 

an angle of incidence 81 can be found which requires sin 6 2 

to be greater than one. The condition is 

In this region of angles no light can be transmitted and total reflection 

n~cu:ra e.t the inLe~·face. The limit of this region 1s 8 the critical c 

angle 

e c = (3.2) 

Below this angle, some of the light is transmitted through the interface 

and somP. i s internally reflected. Since the refractive index of the 

glass is constant, the critical angle is a function of the refractive 

index of the liquid located adjacent to the illuminated vertical line 

and is a function of distance y along the line 

e (y) 
c = (3.3) 

If, in the refractometer, the illuminating wedge of light includes 

the critical angle, the reflected wedge will show a sharp change in 

intensity at the critical angle value. Since the angle of the l ight 

appea.t~:~ as displacement on the fllln horizont.R.lly, the picture will shnv 

the critical angle as a change in film density. A refractive index 

variation in the vertical directlon which is focused on the film plane 

will re3ult in a picture like Fig. 3.12. Distance is focused vertically 

while critical angle,which is a measure of refractive index and there-

fore concentration, appears horizontally. 
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Fig. 3.12 Refractograms from the focussing refractometer of the 
boundary between water and 1.0 molar copper sulfate at two 
different times after the boundary was formed. The concentra-
tion is indicated on the horizontal axis. The separation bet
vreen the marks on the vertical axis is 1 mm. 
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If in Fig. 3.11 the cell wall G is separated from the contact prism 

F tota~reflection will occur within the prism as shown by the dotted lines, 

because the glass/air critical angle is too low to be included in the 

light wedge. The camera then sees an image of a set of 1/2 mm spaced 

lines scribed on the back center of the prism, as shown in Fig. 3.13. 

This provides a convenient dimensional scale for the system. 

'l'he npparatus, seL u,p for calibration is shown 1.n l:''i.g. 1.14. A 

calibration cell J with a 1/2 inch glass wall, G, is pressed against 

nylon set screws protruding from the prism mounting plate, F so that 

its orientation is carefully controlled. A contact fluid of high refrac

tive index (methylene iodide, n = 1.74) is introduced into the small space 

between the prism and t.ht:: glass so that the critici:\J R.ngle 

will not be exceeded there. A set of calibration liquids are then 

introduced into the cell and photographs taken to provide a set of cal i-

bration lines as shown in Fig. 3.15. Now, as long as all optical compo

nents remain fixed, absolute concentration vs. relative distance can be 

read directly from the refractograms. 

Once the calibration is complete, the calibration cell is removed, 

thP. refractometer is rnllerl into experimental position, the prism 

mounting plate is pressed against the experimental cell wall and contact 

fluid is reintroduced. On the electrochemical experimental cell, the 

prism iA located so that the upward facing cathode is located near the 

bottom of the field of view of the camera. Even though in the cell 

the electrode side is pressed ~ainst the inside of the continuous gl ass 

wall, a small space between the glass and the electrode prevents the 
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Fig. 3.13. l/2 mm scale lines etched on the back of the contact prism 
in the focussing refractometer. When the refractometer is not 
in optical contact with the cell wall, internal prism reflections 
make the scale marks visable. Optical distortion can be seen in the 
curvature of the lines. Only the slanted edges of the lines scatter 
light away and appear dark. 
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Fig . 3.14. Focussing refractometer (Top vle~) 

A. water cooled mercury light source and collimating optics 
B. mirror 
C. cyliwlrlcal converging lenses with verti r.al axis on the input 

end of the prism assembly 
D. calibration cell in plA.ce attached to the alligning plate 
E . cylindri r'R.l focussing lens with horizontal axis on the output 

end of the prism assembly 
F. motor drive camera with 500 mm lens focussed at infinity (Nikon F) 
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Fig. 3.15 . Calibration of the focussing refractometer . -- The 
refractometer is ca.li.brated by putting solution s of known 
concentration in the test cell and observing the location of 
the critical angle line on the fiJm pl anP . Solution concentra·
tions are marked in the right column. 
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electrode surface from appearing in the caaera i.mage. In order to locate 

the electrode surface a line was etched on the inside of the cell wall 

about 1.7 mm above the electrode. This line appears in the refractogram 

and the electrode location is determined from this line. The refractograms 

of the mass transfer boundary layers which have been obtained in the flow 

channel show such slight variation in concentration that they must be 

carefully evaluate~ on a measuring machine with a 1 micron resolution. 

D. Determination of Concentration 
Profiles in the Presence of a Supporting Electrolyte 

In order to avoid high ohmic resistance in electrochemical systems, 

non-reacting "supporting electrolytes" are frequently added to increase 

solution conductivity. The added ions transport a maJor portion of the 

current in the bulk electrolyte and thereby decrease the amount of react-

ing ion transported by ionic· migration. The fraction of current carried 

by the migration of each ion in the bulk solution is called the transfe-

renee number t and can be represented by 

= (3.4) 

where c1 is the concentration,ui is the velocity at which aq ion of type 

i would traveJ nnnrr t.hr" inflllf'n~r, nf n unit P.lectric field,and ni is the 

valence of the ion. In the limit when the transference number of the 

reacting ion approaches zero, the ion is transported only by convection and 

diffusion. This affords a great simplification in the theoretical model 

of the mass transport. 

Both the reacting electrolyte and the supporting· electrolyte form 

boundary layers; the reacting electrolyte because it must diffuse to 
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the electrode and the supporting electrolyte because it migrates toward 

the electrode and must diffUse away resulting. in a zero net. flux in steady 

state. The two boundary layers are usually not ot the same thickness, 

varying vith the diffusivities of the respective solutes. These concentra

tion gradiEmts may 'be in the same direction or in opposite directions. 

In the case of the cathodic deposition of copper from a mixture of copper 

sulfate an.d sulfuric acid, .the copper sulfate concentration decreases in 

the boundary layer and the sulfuric acid concentration increases. The 

sulfuric acid boundary layer is usually thicker than the copper sulfate 

boundary layer because the acid diffusivity is approximately'four times 

as high as that of the salt. 

The acid does not affect the electrical measurement at the limiting 

current because the acid does not react at the electrode and therefore 

does not ccintribute to th~ current. Optical methods however, which 

measure the solution refractive ·index at one wavelength cannot, without 

other independent measurements, separate salt and acid concentrations 

since both solutes contribute to the total soiution refractive index. 

T~e deposition rate cannot be determined from the ref~active index 

gradient at the wall since both the acid and the' salt exhibit concentration 

gradients at the wall. .The salt concentration .gradient results from 

copper being deposited at the electrode and it is proportional to the 

deposition rate. · The acid gradient is present at the electrode even though 

there is no acid flux there because the complete transPOrt term includes 

migration a:nd diffusion. For the tota.l acid flux to be zero a sufficient 

acid Concentration gradient must exist at the WR.ll SO that diffusion is 

equal and opposite to migration at the electrode. 

. ' 
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It was first hoped that since,cupric ion absorbs red light strongly 

the chcnge of refractive index with cupric concentration in red light 

would not equal the change in blue light. If this were true'· measuring 

refraetive index profiles at two wavelengths would allow separation of 

the copper sulfate concentration profile from the sulfuric acid profile. 38 

To test this, a set of measurements of the refractive index of mixtUres 

of cuso4-H
2
su4 was made using light of three different wavelengths. 

Sodium yellow (5890A), mercury green (546oA) and mercury blue (436oA) were 
. : ' . 

chosen simply because ·they ~el"e tb.e light !';Ol.lrce~ supplied with the 

refractometer. The refractive index values a~ these three wavelengths 

are given in Table A. The resultant isofracs, (lines of constant refrac-

tive index) are plotted in Fig. ·3.16. Since the isofracs. of different 

wavelengths do not cross, the separation of salt and acid concentrations 

is not ~ossible at tbese wavelengths. 

FigUre 3.17 shows an absorption curve for copper sulfate. An exami

nat i ori of thisi cu.rvs chmi3 that the thr~e colors vhlch we had used for 

·the measurements were poor choices; · Even though the colors appear quite 

different, the range of absorption covered in copper sulfate is relatively 

narrow. Further, measu.:remeuts should be made at the Re-Ne laser wave-

length "Ce:i32&\) and. at the argon ion laser wavelength (488oA). For this 

purpose we have modified our refractometer to include a He-Ne laser sour~P. 

and a white light source with t~n interchangeable monochromatic filters 

in addition to the standard sodium and mercury sources. The modified 

refractometer is shown in Fig~ 3.18. 

Another approach to the problem of optically separating the copper 

sulfate concentration from the sulfuric acid concentration is to measure 

the amow1t of red light absorbed by the solution. The amount of red 

·':' 
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Table A. Refractive .index of euso_4, H2so4, and euso4 -H2so4 mixtures. 

Wave1ellgtb Molar· 
·A . Cone. euso4 H2S04 euso4-H2so4 

5890. 1.0 1.35878 1.343066 1.366358 
. . 5460 1.360425 1.344654 

4360 1.36659 . 1.3504 

5890 0.8 1.353788 1.341082 1.360166 

5460 1.35546 1.342532 1.361811 

4360 1.361434 1.3486 1.367966 

5890 0.64 1.34968 1.339482 1.354959 
' 5460 1.351246 1.34098 . 1.357171 

4360 .· 1.357108 1. 3469 1.362558 . 

5890· o.5il L346362 1.33&>96 '1.350416 

5460 1.347854 .1.339568 1.351982 

4360 1.353888 1.3456 1.357945 

5890 .· 0·.4095 1.34361 1.33752 1.346874 
546o· . 1.345166 1.33902. 1.348270 

. 4360 1.3511 1.3448 1.354~~6 

5890 0.246 1.339194 1.335255 1.341018 

5460 1.34072 1.33670 .1. 34266 
4360. 1.~466 . 1.3425. 1.350 

5890. 0.1475 1.336577 1.334095 1.337712 

5460 1.33815 1.-33556 1.339148 

4360 ~.3441 1.3415 . 1.345 

5890 0.0885 . 1..334995 1.333448 

5460 1.336405 1.335625 
4360. ;1.3423 1. 3405 
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Fig.·· .3.16. Refractive index of copper sulfate/sulfuric acid solutions 
at three wavelengths of light .. -- The lines of constant refractive index 
(isofracs) all have slopes of about -2.5 irrespective of wavelength.· If 
the lines at one wavelength ha.d a. strikingly different slope tha~ at · 
another wavelength, the separate cqncentrations of copper sulfate and 
sulfuric acid could be found from a measurecent of refractive in:!ex at 
the two wavelengths. 

~ 
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Fig. 3.17. Absorption of copper sulfate vs.wavelength 
(46) 

The horizontal axis is linear in 1/A. waTelength is indicated in mm. 

Ne Helium-Neon laser •~avelength 

Na Sodium la~p ~avelength 
Hg ~!ercury lamp wavelengths 
Ar Argon laser wavel engt hs 
Cd hel ium-Cadmi wn l1::1s~r w&.velengths 
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Fig. 3.18 .!:-'recision refractometer set up fo:r multiple wavPlPngth refrac
tive index measurements. 

A. precision Abbe refractometer (B & 1) 
B. laser light source (EOA LAS 101) 
C. mercury light source 
D. sodium light source 
E. white light source wjth interchangable monoehromatic filter 

carousels providing 10 equally spaced optical wavelengths 
(t'ilters from Optics Technology) 

F. power oupply rack 
C. constauL Lemperature bath 
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light absorbed will be l ogarithmically proportional to the cupric ion 

concentration and to the optical path length in the cell. In order to 

examine the concentration profile, it would be convenient to photograph 

the absorption profile and an&lyze it later. Unfortunately, variations 

in light source intensity and in film age, quality and developing processes 

preclude determination of the amount of light absorbed in the cell by a 

simple film density measurement. 

An ·alternative method using the absorption apparatus shown in 

Fig. 3.19 allows the analysis to be made in a cell with a copper sulfate 

concentration variation in the direction normal to the page. Light from 

a collimated light source A-C passes through a red monochromatic filter 

D and a neutral density wedge E with it s dens i ty gradient oriented per

pendicular to the optical density gradient due to cupric ion concentra

tion gradient in the cell F. The camera G focuses in the cell and 

photographs the resu1tant superimposed density pattern. An i sodensity 

line in the image is a line of points where the sum of the wedge density 

and the cupric ion density are constant. The processing of the f ilm, 

as long as it is uniform across a single frame, is unimportant because 

the wedge provides the. reference density. An isodensitometer27 plot 

of the image provides a picture which loo~s like an interferogram, where 

the displacement of an isodens i ty line is a direct measurement of cupric 

ion concentration change. The wedge could - ~e marked in units of cupric 

ion concentration differences. 

Figure 3.20 shows a negat i ve image from the absorption apparatus. 

The circular pattern is divided in the center by a meniscus shadow separat

ing air from 0.1 M CuS~~ . The opt ical density on the left side of t he 
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Fig. 3.19. Monochromatic wedge Densitometer (top vlew). 

A. light source 
H. diaphragm 
C. collimating lens 
D. monochromatic interference filter 

(Optics Technology) 
E. · optical density reference wedge 
F. experimental cell oriented so that the 

optical density gradient in the cell is 
perpendicular to the gradient in Lhe 
reference wedge 

G. camera focussed in the cell 
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Fig. 3.20. Densigram from the absorption densitometer -- The region 
above the meniscus line (crossing the center of the image) shows 
the reference wedge alone. The region below the meniscus s.hows the 
addition of 1 em of 0.1 molar copper sulfate into the light path. 
The shift of an isodensity line as it crosses the meniscus, in this 
case it is nearly the full image width, is proportional to concen
tration. 
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air region is approximately equal to the density on the right of the 

solution section. The total width of the picture is 35 mm. 

In order to properly analyze the image, the focal plane must be 

chosen by applying the same criteria as in the case of the interferometer 

to be discussed in Section IV. Since the light is transmitted through the 

cell it will follow the same path as thP i.nterferometer light. The.r·efu.r·e 

the ana.lys1 R nf' t .hi s image mu.st use the n~fra.cti ve ~ndex profile and 

light path obtained from refractive index measurements. The cuprir 

ion concentration is determined by a trial and error integration of 

optical density along the previously determined light path. 

An attempt was made to produce a color image using red and green 

light in ~he hope that a narrow yellow bend would form between the red 

and green which would be equivalent to an isodensity line. 'l'he displace-

ment of the yellow would then represent a. change in copper ion concentra-

tion. Figure 3. 21 shows the two coJ o·r apparatus. The interfP.rPnce filter 

D passed red light while reflecting the rest, filter G passed green while 

the reflecting the rest. The density w~ges F were oriented so that the 

red light intensity increased in one direction while the ·green increased 

in the other. The resultant yelJow band in between was too diffuse to be 

usable. 

When used iu conjunction with an interferometer, the wedge type 

JllOnool}ro~~ic i sodensitometer ifill pe aple to separate the cupric ion 

concentration from the acid concentration. 
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Fig. 3.21. Two ~olor wedge densitometer (top view). 

A. light source 
B. diaphragm 
C. collimating lens 
D. interference filter, transmits a narrow 

red band, reflects the rest 
E. mirror 
F. neutral density wedge 
G. interference filter, transmits green, 

reflects other colors 
H. experimental cell oriented so that the 

optical density s radient in the cell is 
perpendicular to the gradients in the 
reference wedges 

J, camera, focussed in the cell 
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E. The La~er Doppler Velocimeter 

The velocity profile in the mass transfer boundary layer varies 

with the viscosity and deasity of the solution. Since there is no 

convenient method for deriving the velocity variations theoretically. 

they muat be obtained experimentally if the equations of convective 

t~sport are to be comp$red with the concentration profiles found 

experimentally. 

A laser Doppler velocimeter has been constructed for the point by 

point measurement of electrolyte velocity in the mass transfer boundary 

layer. The velocimeter ia shown in Figs. 3.22 and 3.23. Unlike previous 

. 1 24 37 47 veloctmeters of th1s type, ' ' , all optical components in this unit 

are mounted on one side on the .channel so that the unit can easily be 

moved from location to location. 

The Laser A emits a collimated bee.m which passes . through a beam 

splitter B to a small deflecting mirror D. The adjustable lens E causes 

the beam to converge to a point at the measurement location V. The light 

scattered from a moving object at V has experienced a Doppler frequency 

shift which is a fUnction of the velocity and the angle of reflection. 

The reflected light is collimated by the adjustable lens R and passes 

around the deflecting mirror to another lens F. The location of lens F 

is chosen . so that its focal point coincides with a pinhole, acting as 

a spatial filter located on the rotational axis of the angle selection 

mirror G. The angle of this mirror i's adjusted so that the desired 

light ray reflected from the moving object passes through the center of 

the collimating lens H. A reference beam from the beem splitter B is 
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Fig. _3.22. Laser Doppler velocimeter (top view). 

A. l~er (University Laboratories model 261) 
B. beam splitter (uncoated microscope slide) 
c. neutral density filter to equalize beams 
D. mirror 
E. adjustable objective lens 
F. converging lens 
H. recollimating lens 
J. beam uni ter (uncoated microscope slide) 
K. _monochromatic filters and polarizer 
L. diaphragm 
M. · photo multiplier (RCA 6342A) 
V. point where velocity is measured 

XBL 7011 -70 5l 
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Fig. ].2]. Laser Doppler velocimeter (Top view) 

A. laser (Univ ersity Laboratories Model 261) 
B. beam splitter (uncoated microscope slide) 
C. neutral density filter to equalize beams 
D. mirror 
E. adjustable objective lens 
F. converging lens 
H. recollimating lens 
J. beam uniter (uncoated microscope slide) 
K. photomultiplier assembly 
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attenuated by a neutral density filter C and combined with the measure-

ment beam at the· beam lJ.niter J ~ ·The two equal iritendty, collinear 

collimated beams then pass through a monochromatic :filter, diverging lens 

and a·polarizing :filter at K to improve the signal to noise ratio. The 

resultant interference pattern due to the interaction of the tvo coherent 

beams reaches the photomultiplier M through a small circular aperture L. 

If the frequency of the laser light is f
1

, and the measured velocity 

V is separated into comP9nents V away from the incident beam and v 
. X ·. Z 

perpendicular to the incident beam as shown in Fig. 3.24, the frequency 

of the light scattere·d at the a.rlg1e e can be calculated. The frequency 

of light received by the moving particle has been shifted to f 2 due to 

the particle velocity in the direction of the incident beam. 

= f -1 

fl vx 
c (3.5) 

The ~requency ·r
3 

of the reflected beam shows an additional Doppler shift 

due to the velocity e>f the·moving particle in the direction of the 

reflected beam. 

f'2 -

By substituting for 

= 

f3 v~ cos e 
.c 

(3.6) 

f 2 and simplifying,f
3 

is calculated in terms of 

f 1 (1-v~/c) 
t . 3 1 + 1/c (v sin 8 + v cos e) 

Z X 

By divi~ing through by the denominator and discarding the remainder be-

cause v<<c the expression can be simplified to 

(3.7) 
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F16. ·3.24~ Velo~1tY:-DOppler shift relationship 
··.: 

v: velocity of particles. to l>e measured 
· Vz · dovnatre~ ve,l:ocity 

Vx . ve:J,ocity acres~ ·the stream 
-I incident 'ligl.t · 
·R · .. reflected light 

·.a · a.ngle between the·. incident· and the ret'lecte•i light 
~i . frequency ·~f incide_nt iight . 
f2 frequency of_reflected light 
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The ·two beams of ligpt, the reference beu vith frequency f 
1 

and 

the .scattered beam with frequency r 3 are mixed forming a temporal inter

ference pattern on the face of the photomultiplier. The intensity of the 

pattern is equal to the sum of the incident wave functions squared. 

(3.8a) 

(3.8b) 

and simplifying results in 

I = ~212 (1 - cos 41Tflt) + A2
2/2 (l-ees 41Tf

3
t) + ~A2 (cos 21T(f1..;f

3
)t 

cos.2TT(f1+t
3
)t). (3.8c) . 

. The double· of the original frequency appears in the first, second and 

fourth terms while in the third term a.low frequency flf = f 1-r3 
appears 

where r1Gt:lf'3• · The·value of Miscalculated using~. 3.7 

(3.9) 

substituting A .., c/f 1 . . l 

flf = ~ (v sine+ v (l+cose)) 
Al Z X 

(3.10) 

. v x and vz can be . obtained separately by meas~ing the frequency at 

two reflected angles and solving the resultant. pair of ~imultaneous 

equations. 

T:be frequency s:pectrum ·Of the photomuitiplier output shown in Fig. 3.25 

was taken while scanning the surface of a revolving paper disk with the 

. •(4~) 
velocimeter. The wave analyser used. to .plot the spectrum has a 

*Quan. Tech. Laboratories Model 2213 wave analyzer. 
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Fig. 3.25. Frequency spectrum from the laser velocimet~r for two 
test velocities on the surface of a revolving disk. e ~ 10°. 
The angle between the incident light and the disk surface vas 
not well controlled in the test so the frequency at .3 cm/s is not 
.75 times the frequency at .4 cm/s. 
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frequency range of 0 to 5 kc and a variable scan rate or 18 sec to 30 min. 

Since spectrum analysis is a slow process with respect to the expected 

velocity transients, and only a limited frequency range is available, the 

. use of a 6o ips 120 kc tape recorder is co~templa.ted to record the photo-

multiplier output during experiments. The spectrum vill be scanned later 

at 1-3/4 ips playback. Since the frequencies at 7-l/2 ips playback would 

span the range of audio frequencies, an alternate analysis could be 
. . . . . 2l 

carried out by audio fr~quency analysis .. 
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IV. LIGHT CUlWATURE :m A REFRACTIVE I!ll>EX FIELD 
A1rD ITS EFFECTS ON INl'ERI'EROGRAMS 

I~t4!rferograms obtain~ in this laboratory with a wedge type 

multiple beam interferometer ()~ 3 } have shown a disturbing irreproducibi

lity in the characteristics of the observed boundary la~r. Frequeutly 

the .shadow of a dissolving electrode would .be seen adVa!iciug into the 

cell or the shadow ot a depos.itiQg electrode recedins. During one 

expe.-i:.lumtal rl.lll it ·was o'b6erved tha.i • baeki~ tll~ cewera tL few mUll-

meters away from the 2 mm thick cell resulted in a doubling of the appa-

rent boundary layer thickness·and the apparent concentration change in 

the boundary layer, while the apparent interfacial gradiemt and the sharp

ness ot the im.B.g~ remained ~nchanged •. Since the eamera location and 

focus ¥ere experimentally determine.d by image sha11'ness, it was not 

possible t·o know where the camera ~ad been focused. in previous 

expel"Uu!!nts. 

. 40 49 Previous examinat~ons of su.ch phenomena ' . )lave been unsuccessful 

because analytical techniques required oversimplification of the problem 

and computerized numerical techniques were not available at the time. An 

experimental and theoretical analysis has shown the source of these 

discrepancies and how the interferofP'"ams a~ related tn t.he ac:-t.ual 

boundary layer. The. analysis is appJ.icable to all f'01"1nS of interfero-

. . ·14 23 
meter wbich have been u~ed for boundary layer stud1es. ' 

A. The Cathodic Deposition Boundaq Layer 

Fi~e 4.1 shows four Mach-Zehnder interferograms of the same 

cathodic·. deposition mass transfer. boundary 'layer .. ~is boundary layer 
·.r 
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Fig . 4 . 1 The effect of the change of the focal plane on the appea r ance of 
interference fringes for a cathodic deposition boundary layer 

a . interferogram with the focal plane inside the glass wall 
farthest from the objective lens 

b . interferogram with the focal plane on the inside of the gl a s s 
wall farthest from the objective lens 

c . interferogram with the focal plane approximately half way 
across the cell. 

d . i nterferogram with the focal plane near the inside of the gl ass 
wall nearest to the objective lens 

E. incoming collimated light 
F . glass wall farthest from the objective lens 
G. electrolyte and electrode 
H. glass wall nearest to the objective ~ens 
J . objective lens 

current density = 5.0 ma/cm2 ; cell width 1.0 em ; glass width = 1 . 27 em 

The zero of the vertical scale was located at the electrode shadow before 
the boundary layer was formed. 
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has a lower ref'ra.c:ti ve index near the electrode than in the bulk. The 

interf'erogram at right was taken vi th the plane of focus in the electro

lyte cloee to the glass wall nearest the observer, as indicated by the 

drawing below the figure. 'lbe interfePOgram at lett was taken with the 

focal plane in the middle ot the glass wall farthest from the observer. 

In all four experiments the electrode shadow had been aligned with the 

zero mark on the scales before the boundary layer vas formed. The upper 

eqe of'. the boundary layer appe&l'• at 2. 5 :rmn in all of the images. 

The displacement ot the electrode sh&dow is d~ to light deflection 

in the refractive index gradient. This deflection is the effect exploited 

in the Schlieren Optical Sy,tem, which is a sister technique to interfero

metry. In both techni®es a collimated beam of light is passed through 

the refractive index field. A licht ray passing through a region of 

high refractive index is retarded with respect to a ray passing through 

a region of low refractive index. A wavefront which travels more slowly 

in the higher refractive index region becomes increasingly tilted toward 

the higher refractive index as shown in Fig. 4.2. Thus the light, which 

propagates in a direction perpendicular to the wavefront, bends toward 

the region of higher rerractive index. In passing through the experimental 

region each ray experiences a total phase change corresponding to the 

refractive index field traversed and a total angle change corresponding 

to the refractive index gradient perpendicular to the path of the ray. 

If the refractive index and its gradient are continuous functions of the 

spatial coordinates, both the phase change and the angular change will 

be continuous (if overlapping rays ~re not superimposed). In addition 

the derivative of the phase change gives the change in angle. 
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V(y):;;fy, 

vi 

V(y)=iYJ· 
XBL 7011-7091 

l!l.g. 4~2• Light ·ben~Sing in a refnetive index:.p-adient 

vi initial light direction 

vt 'tinal light.direetion 

Tl{y) r~frat:-tive .index {.ineree.Giing uPva.rd) 

. v(.) :velocity of light (decreaasing 'upward) 
y . . . 

'.· 

\>. 
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26 28 
The ~th ot light rays • pro~ating in the x direction with 

gradients in the X and y directions shown in Fig. ~.3 C&D be found by 

·solving Eq. 4.1. (The derivation of Eq. 4.1 is reproduced in Appendix 

I-A} 

(4.1) 

where n is the refraetiYe index. the phase of ~- light is found by 

. intesrating. along the path of the ray 

P = ~- J: n(x,y) (1 + (.~y/dJt)2)112 dJt (4.2) 

A numerical com~ut•tion of the shape of the interference fringes 

. resultiDS from a given boundary layer has been developed based on Eq. 

4.1. Such a computation resulted in Fig. 4.4 (which can be compared to· 

Fig. 4.1}. The difference between the hypothetic~! boundary layer on the 

left and the resulting fringes is most apparent. 'fhe fringe curve E 

on the right shows the fringe doubli~ back on itself. The electrode 

shadow. at 'the tip of this fringe curve is above .the lowest part of the 

fringe. The result is the horizontal hatching on the fririges apparent 

in part d of Fig. 4 .1. 

The cause of the displacement ot the electrode shadow can be seen 

in Fig~ 4. 5. If th~ side. of the cell. neare·st the obj ect.i VP. lP.n!'l i ~ 

·chosen as the focal plane as shown in (a), the ray which enters the 

cell nearest.the electrode _appears to originate frcm a point n ·far from 

the electrode. Thus the electrode shadow appears .advanced into the 

electrolyte on the film plane J. If the focal plane is chosen near the 

center of the cell as. shown in (b) the electrode shadow may appear in 

its correct location on the film plane. If the focal plane is located 
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Fii. ·4. 3. · Curving light rays as they pass. through a nonuniform 
cathodic deposition boun~ary layer 

A. elect~ode 

B. electrolyte with a thin boundary layer near center and 
a thick boup~ary layer ne$X walls 

C. · collimated 1 ight. entering 
D. deflected light leaving 

D 
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Fig. 4.4. Computed fringe shapes ·ror ·four choices of focal plane 
tor an error function cathodic deposition boun~ layer 
(compared with Fig. 4.1). 

A. siven refractive index profile 
B. friMe 13hape it f.ocal plane .is 3.4 nmi 1.na1.de the glll.~s wall 

farthest from the objective lens. 
c. fringe shape it focal plane is on the inside of' the glass 

wall farthest from the objective lens 
D. fringe .shape it the focal plane is 3.75 mm from the inside 

of the glass wall farthest from the objective lens. 
E. fringe shape if the focal plane i.s 7. 5 mm from the :.nside 

of' the glass wall farthest from the objective lens 

-
• • ~ 
f 
t 
~ 
• 

Current density= 4.0 ma/cm2, · cell.width = 1.0 em, glu.ss width= 1.27 em; 
Concentration scale .: 0. 04 molar .CuS04 per division inc1·easing to the right . 

. ;~. 
;·.;.f::i .. ' , .. .. 
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Fig. 4. 5. Displacement .of the electrode shadow 

A. electrolyte 
B. electrode 
C. curved light ray entering the cell nearest to 

the electrode 
D. virtual origi n of th~ light ray for fo cus on the 

inside of the glass wall nearest to the obj ective 
lens 

E. •uxiliary ray throubh the .focal point of t he l ens 
F. focal point of the lens nearest to the cell 
F'. focal point of the lens nearest to the film 
G. obje~~iv~ l ens 
H. image of t he edge of the electrode shadow 
I . fi 1m plane 
J. image on the film (inverted) 
K.. virtual oribin of the lit;ht ray for fo cus near 

the center o f the cell 
L. virtual origin of t he 11 ~h t ray for f ocus on the 

inside of t he glass wall f arthes t f r om the 
objective lens 

Note: The distance from the lens t o the film is the s ame i n all 
three examples, there fo re t he image magni fication is t he same. 
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at the cell wall ~arthest t.rom the objective lens as in (c), the ray 1 

neare•t the electrode will appear receded. 

The cause ot the appa~nt concentration ch&QSe trom one ~ocal point 

choice to another can be seen in Fig. 4. 6. Light originating from a 

point on the focal plane will arrive at the film plane with a fixed 

phase change, independent ot its path. The phase of this light is compared 

to the reference beam from the other arm of the interferometer which has 

a. horizontal, virtual path throuch th~ c~ll. Thia Cl)blf*.,r hou h J.uue 

by conetructing an arc of constant phase centered on the focal plane 

at the apparent point of. origin. For the focal plane . 3 nearest the 

objective. lens, the apparent phaae of the experimental ray with respect 

to the reference beam is indicated by the interseetion o~ the equiphase 

line 3" vi th the virtual · re~erence ray 3' ra:y passes through the virtual 

origin of the ray' at its intersection vith the focal plane. For the 

focal plane 2 near the middle of the cell, the equi-ph&se line 2" crosses 

the virtual reference ray 2' at a point to the right o~ case 3 making the 

phase appear more advanced, and therefore the concentration that the ray 

traverses appears lower. Similarly for case 1 the concentration appears 

lower or, for the cathodic deposition case, the concentration difference 

appears larger than in the other focal plane choices. 

The concentration in the bO"undary layer \1Sual.ly appears larger than 

it is because the curving o~ light results in a longer path tbrol~h 

regions of higher refractive index than if the r~ passes through the 

cell along a straight path. Moreover, the interfacial ~ringe slope is 

lower than it should be and it is independent of choice of focal plane. 

The gradient appears low because the aPparent distances in the boundary 
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· Fig.· 4. 6 • The eff~e:t of a change of the focal plane on the apparent 
concent~tion in the boundary layer 

A. electrode 
B. electrol:y'te with a cathodic deposition boundary layer 
C. light ray e~tering the cell nearest the electrode at no~al · 

incidence 
D. ·deflected light ray leaving the cell 
1 focal plane at the inside of the glass wall farthest from 

the objective lens 
1 1 - virtual reference light ray for.the deflected light ray 

and the focal · 
1" equiphase of the deflected light ray for_focal plane 1 
2 -focal plane inside the cell 

·2' virtual reference light ray for the deflected light ray 
and the focal plane at location 2 

2" equiphase of the deflected light ra:• for· focal plane 2 
3 focal plane at the inside of the glass wall nearest_to 

the objective lens 
3' virtual reference l:ght ray for the deflected ligtt ray 

and the focal.plane at iocation 3 
3" equiphase line of the deflected ·light ray for focal pl?..ne 3 

.•' 
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layer are generally· increased while the concentration difference is 

generally.decreased. The fringe slope is constant, independent of the 

choice ot focal plane, because it depends only on the angle at which tbe 

light ray leaves the cell. 

Figures 4.7 through 4.13 show examples of distortions in cathodic 

deposition boundary layers for theoretical concentration profiles in a 

1 em wide channel with a 1.27 em thick glass wall. Figure 4. 7 shows a 
. . 

• ~· mm. tll1Ck error run~t.i n~ hnn~rlRry' la..yer w1 th a concentration depletion 

2 dit'ference. ot . . 1 molar CuSo4 representing a current of 5 ma/cm . The 

t'ringe (the lover curve) was calculated assuming focus at the left cell 

vall~ farthest t'rom the objective lens •.. Even ·though the light leaves 

the boundary layer bet'ore leaving the cell the concentration difference 

in·this case appears about right. The apparent boundary layer thickness 
. . 

however ie'in error. 

F1~lU"'e 4.0 ~;~hows.a .concentration p!'otile A abOut equal to that in 

Fig.· 4~7. Calculated fringes B, c~·D, E are for focal planes at different. 

locations in the cell. Bat the side of .the cell furthest from the lens, E 

at the side closest to .the lens' and C and D l/3 and 2/3 of the way between. 

The tip of fringe B extends farther than the supposedly identical 

fringe in Fig. 4.7 because the traced !ays were more closely spaced in 

Fig.· 4.8. 

Figure 4.9 is identical to Fig. 4.8 except the glass walls were assumed 

infinitely thin in this computation. The difference between them is small. 
,,t.·;J.o, 

Figure 4.10 shows the .same boundary layer-·~as Fig. 4.8 except that in this 
. "\ot·. 

case· the incoming light had an initial upvard.slope of 0~04 (2.3 degrees). 

The re~ultant fringes are drastically different. 

.~ 
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. . . . 

· FigUre 4.11 shaws the· path o:t' 'the light rays eind a fringe for the 

same boundary layer it the light is tilted downwards at an angle of 1.1 

degrees. The fringe, focused at the wall farthest from the lens, shows 

a greater concentration difference than actually exists. 

Figu.re·4.12 and 4.13 sllow a boundary of the same·thickness but 

lower concentration difference. In Fig. ·4.12, the light enters angled 

down at 1.1 degrees and the concent~ation difference appears greater 

than before. In Fig. 4~13 the light is angled down at 2.3 degrees and 

some of the light strikes the electrode making the concentration diffe-

renee appear low. In &ddi tion, an appa.rent maximum forms in the fringe 

because part of the beam leaves the cell at a low angle compared to the 

rest and the phase is not advanced by the optics like the phase of the 

rest of the .beam is (see Fig. 4.6). 

F~~ 4.14 shows a computed fringe B for a Nernst boundary layer A. 

The assumed cell width was 2:5 mm. The fringe slope at the electrode 

shadow is equal to the concentration gradient in the boundary layer. 

T!i~ slope of the fringes will always be accurate for linear refractive 

index profiles as long as the light rays traverse the cell without leaving 

the poundary layer region. The fringes will be simply shifted.in location and 

in phase, the amount of shift depending on the choice of focal plane. 

The fringes will be discontinuous' near the discontinuous change of slope 

where. the three pb~ses "ovetlap .. 

Three recomendations result from a study of the_ com~uted frir1ges of 

cathodic deposition boundary laye~s. 

l. When high refractive index gradients are present in the. boundary 

1~er the experimental cell should be as narrow as possible to minimize 

light de;f"lection e,ft"ects. 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES FOR FIGURES 4.7 TO 4.48 

The figures in this group are computer plots senerated with program 
.NEWAB or Program NEWAF listed in the appendix. Ttle figure formats are. 
expl.a.ined below and a,ll parameters are as stated here except as noted 
in the individual figure captions. · 

The ordinate indicates the_distance in mm tram the interface or 
electrode surface. The cell. width was 10 mm and the width of the glass wall 
was 12.7 mm. The incoining light was nonaally incident to the glass cell · 
wall.s. 

NOTE (A]. Fringe Shape and Light Path in the Cell for~ Assumed Refractive 
Intie:x Profile· 

The left hand graph shows the assumed concentration profile and the 
rP-sul te.nt fringe for the focal. plana indicated bcl(liV. The short connecting 

'lines connect the incident light r~ location on the ass~ed· concentration 
profile vi th the point formed by tM. same ra:y on the fringe profile. The 
abscissa indicates copper sulfate melarity. 

~e ~ight hand graph shows the path of the light as it· traverses the 
cell through the concentration profile given. The ·left glass wall is not 
shown because all of the ra:ys pass through it at the :same angle. 

NOTE[B]. Fringe Shape for Four Choices ot Focal Plane within the Cell 
for an Assumed Refractive Index Profile . . 

curve A shows _the assumed refractive index profile. The abscissa 
indicates.concentration; 0.1 molar copper sulfate per division increasing 
to the right. Curves B to E represent fringe profiles for different focal 
planes as indicated below.· 

Focu8 B The focl:!l. plane is on t~ · inside of. the glass vall farthest 
trom the objective lens. 

Focus c The focal plane is 1/3 of the wq across the cell f.r.am B. 

Focus D The ·focal plane is 2/3· _of the wq across the cell from B. 

Focus E. The focal plane is on tbe inside of the glass 1orall nearest 
'to the objective lens 

.i is current density 

euso4 concentration may be converted to refractive index as sho~ below 

n = 1~3313 + .o27952 c 

where C is cuso4 concentration in moles/liter. This equation. is based on 
a polynoDlial ·fit* to refra.ctive index d~ta for CuSOIJ and H 50 solutions. 
Its applicability to solutions without ~2so4 m~ be restri~te~. 

* J. Robert ·selman, Ph.D. Thesis Chem. Eng., U. C. Berkeley, to be issued. 
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Fig. 4.7. Cathodic depqsition boundary layer. See note [A] 
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!i'i.g ~· 4 . 9. Cathodic dep<>s it ion boundary layer. . See Note [ 3] 
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]!':1g ~ 4.10. Cathod,ic d.eposi tion ·boundary layer. · See Note [ B] 
. . . 2 

i =.·10 rna/em 

angle of incidence = +2.39 
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Fig. 4.11. Cathodic deposition boundary layer •. See Note [A] 

i = 10 ma/cm2 

angle of ineidence = -1.5° 
Focus B · 
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Fig. 4.12. Cathodic deposition boundary layer. See Note [A] ., 
i • 7.5 ma/cm ... 

·angle of incidence- -1.15° 
Focus B 
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Fig. 4~13. Cathodic deposition boundary layer. See Note [A] 

i = 7, 5 ma/ cm
2 

angle of incidence.= -2.3° 
Focus B 
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Fig. _4 .14 Frin,;e. shap.e for Nern·st boundarr layer . 

A. Nernst boundary layer concentration profile 
B. fringe shape if the focal plane is on the inside of 

the glaas· vall nearest to the objective len.s · 

current-density- 7.5 ma/cm2 

cell width = 2.5 mm 
glass '~hicltness = 7 DDD 

·. 
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2. To prevent tringe crossover , the interferometer should. be 

focussed in the cell on the inside of the glass vall farthest from the 

objective lens and the incident light should be parallel to the electrode. 

3. The electrode boundary l~er thiekness JmSt be found by a eom-

parison of the electrode shadow location found. before the boundary l~er 

is formed and the upper e~e of the boundar,y layer found during the 

experiment. 

B. The Anodic .. Dissolution Boundary Layer 

Optical studies of the anodic boundary layer are also subject to 

the ef'tect.s of light deflection. In this ease however the refractive 

index near the electrode is higher than in the bulk.· The light bends 

toward· the electrode and the nearer portion of the beam strikes it. If· 

the electrode is optically absorbing, the light terminates there, as 

shown 1~ Fig. 4.i5. If the electrode is diffusely reflecting, fringes 
. . 

form but have a reduced contrast due to the additional.diffuse light. 

If the electrode is specularl.Y ·reflecting (mirror lik~), the ray reenters 

the solution. · The reflected ray ~ return to the electrode and be 

rP-flected again; in any case such reflected light traverses a long and 

complicated optical path and appears on the film plane with a greatly 

retarded phase at a location which is difficult to predict. Shiny 

electrodes should not be used. 

If the interferometer is focussed on the glass wall nearest the 

objective lens, the boundary·layer will appear to.have the correct 

thickness because the electrode edge nearest the objective lens is 

illuminated and no distorting gradients are present between it and the· 

objective lens. The phase of the r~ which leaves the cell, nearest 
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Pig. 4.15~ Anodic dissolution boundary layer. See Note [AJ p. 65. 
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. . 

the electrode has not been ret11rded as much as the phase of a hvpothetic&l 

ray which rtiris just above and parallel to the electrode. The fringe 

shift indicates a concentration difference lower than the actual concentra-

tion difference in the boundary layer (Fig. 4.15). 

If the incident light enters the cell at an upward angle as shown in 

Fig. 4.16, light which errters the .cell near the electrode is able to 

leave the.cell without striking the electrode but the resultant fringes 

are not significantly improved. 

In Fig. 4 • .17 the rays enter the cell at such a high angle that those 

just inside the outer edge of the botindary l~er have a more advanced 

phase than the rays beyond because of their shorter curved path. 

· Figures 4 .18 and 4 .19 shov the effect of changing the focal plane 

With the &nOdic boundary layer. Figure 4.18 shows the ray paths and. 

Fig.· 4.19,.the fringes ·for various.focai plane choices. A ch&nge similar 

to that of the cathodic case takes place. Figure 4.20 shows the resultant 

fringes when the incident light has a large upward slope. (It is interest

. ing to note" that the electrode shadow appears at a nearly constant y value 

in this case, this ie because the ra.v nearest to the electrode happens 

to leave the cell horizontally for these conditions). 

Figure 4.21 shows the ray path through a 10 em wide cell with a small 

. concentration. gradient. ,In this case of. nol"D18.1 incidence and the case of 

slight. upward i.ncidence in Fig. 4. 22 the optical distortions are small 

when the focus is on the cell vall nearest the objective leris. However, 

as shown in Fig. 4. 23 ot.her choices of focal plane reduce the apparent 

boundary .layer thickness. Even downward incident light. produces little 

error as long as the focus is on the.glass wall nearest the objecti~e·lens 
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Fie. 4.16. Anodic dissolution boundary layer: See Note [A] 
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1 = -7.5 ma/cm 

anc1e of incidence = +1.15° 
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Fig. 4.17. · Anodic dissolution boundary layer. See Note [A] 

1 = -7.5 ma/cm2 

angle of incidencP. = +2.3° 
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Fig. 4.18. Anodic dis.so1ution boundary layer. See Note [AJ 
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i = ·-10 ma/cm 
Focus E 
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Fig. 4.19. Anodic dissolution boundary layer. See Note. [B] 

. i = -10 ~/cm2 
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ag. 4.20. ·Anodic dissolution boundary l~er. See Note (B] 

1 • -10 ma./em 
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angle or· incidence = +3.4° 
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Fie. 4~2i. Anodic dissolution boundary" layer·. See Note [A] 
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Fig. 4. 22 Anodic dissolution boundary ls.yer. See Note (A] 
. . . . 2 

1 = -0.019 ma/cm Focus E 
.. cell width= 99 mm 

angle of incidence = +0.115° 
glass width = 9. 54 mm 
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Fig. 4.23 .. Anodic dissolution boundary layer •. See Note [B] 
. . . 2 
i • -0.019 ma/cm glass width = 9.54 mm 
cell width = 99 mm 

·concentration scale 0.003 molar CuS04 per division 
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Fia. 4.24. Anodic dissolution boundary l~er. See Note [A] 

1 c 0.019 ma/cm2 

cell "Yridth - 99 mm 
angle of incidence ~ -0.580 

Focus E 
glass width = 9. 54 m.m 
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F:ig. 4.25. AnOdic dissolution boundary layer •. See Note (B] 
1 = 0.019 ma_/cm2 . . glass width • 9.54 um 
angle of incidence = -0.58° 
concentration scale · 0.003 molar euso4 per division 
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Fig. 4.26. Anodic dissolution boundary layer. See Note [A] 
. 2 ,. 

1 ··0.019 ma/cm 
cell width = 99 mm 
angle of. incidence = +0.58° 
concentration scale ( 0. 003 

Focus E 
glass vidth = 9. 54 mm 

molar euso4 per division 
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. Fig. 4.27 Anodic dissolution boundary layer. See Note [B) 
. 2 

i = · 0. 019 ma/cm glass width = 9 ~54 mm 
ailgle .of incidence = +O. 58° 
concentration scale:· 0.003 inolar CuSOll per division 
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as shovu.in Plgs. 4.24 and 4.25. However,hish u~ angles of incidence 

give incorrect bo~da.r,y layer thicknesses. At larse ulJW&.rd angles of 

incidence' as in Figs~ 4.26 and 4.27, the boundary layer appears thin.when 

· the· fOCuS is at the glass wall nearest the objectiTe lens and spproxims.te.l,y 

correct when the focus is at the far glass wall. In boundary layers with 

low refractive index gradients the errors in boundary layer measurements 

can be lov if the optical orientation and focal plane.are p~ope~ly chosen. . . . . 

From a consideration of the computed fringe patterns, it is clear 
. ' 

that the best choice of focal plane when observing an anodic deposition 

boundary layer is· the .location. inside the cell glass wall nearest to the 

objective lens. In that case, if the incident light is parallel to the 

electrode, the boundary layer appears in its true thickness and the con-

centration·at the electrode appears low. 

C. The Boundary Between Two Bulk Sol utlons 

When two solutions· of· different refractive indexes are brought into 

contact, with the sol~tion of lower density on top, a boundary layer· 

forms which increases in.th1ckness with time. In a cell of finite. 

depth., the shape of the boundary layer at long times approximate·s a 

cosine curve with the arg~ent ranging from 0 to n. 7 Even at short times, 

the boundarv layer has the appearance of a cosine curve. 

Figure 4.28 shows a cosine curve approximating the boundary layer in 

a 1 cm·wide cell and the fringe derived from it. While the fringe is 

displaced slightly from· the concentration profile, and the half concentra-

tion dffference value is slightly displaced; the boundary th:i;ckness and 

the concentration differences appear correc·t. Figure 4. 29 shows the fringe 
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Fig. 4~28. DiffuSion interface between two solUtions. See note 
(A] p. 65 .. 
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P'ig. 4. 29. Diffusion interface between.two solutions. 
See Nute [·B] ·. 
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patterns of the same boundary layer for four different choices of focal 

planes within .the cell. Fringe D, taken . 33 ·em 1"rriil the ~lass wall 
. . 

nearest the objective +ens appears to be the most accurate representation 

of the boundary lay.r, althoUgh all ~e verY close. 

An angle of inC:idence inclined &>wnwa.rd as ill Fig. 4. 30 can cause a 

false concentration extr~ to appear in the fringe pattern. As the 

aagle ·increases, the extremum becomes more pronoUDCed {Fig. 4. 31) • A 

change in focal plane to the _other side of the cell moves the extremum to 

the other side of the boundary' layer (Fig. 4.32). An uP'ward angle of· 

incidence produces smaller. ·wider e~rema ¥bich are located on the side 

of the boundaryopposite to those in the downward incidence case as shown 

in Fig. 4. 33. As the boundary increases in thickness, the fringe error 

disappears in normal incidence as shown in Fig. 4.34 and the extrema 

disappear~ in nonno:rmal incidence as shown by .comparing Fig. 4. 35 with 

Fi~. 4 .3p. 

Concentration difference between two regions with znro gradient can 

always be measured accurately. Boundary profiles observed with normal 

incidence appear nearly accurate even though. as can be !Jeen from the 

ray tracing figures, the distance and phase values are both shifted. 

As in _the boundary layer C$Se, any shadow producing marks on the cell 

.would immediately reveal these distortions. 

D. The Concentration Minimum 

It has been shqwn th&t false· extrema can appear in interferogra.ms 
. . . 

when the light enters the· cell at non-normal incidence. Real maxima and 

·minima can appear in interferometric cells under several conditions; 
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Fig~ 4.31. Diffusi()n intf)rface between t~ solutions~ See 
. Not~ (A] p. 65 

Focus E 
Angle of incidence = -3.4° 
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Iliig. 4 ·32 • :Oiff'uslou int.~rft'l~f! between t'.ro solution.~. 
See Note [B] 

Angle of incidence = -2.3° 
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in electrodialysis· extrema appear in the middle ot the electrolyte 

chambers; in. electrophoresis maxima appear at the locati~ns of separated 

finite bands; and in . electroch~ical systems. extrema can be formed by 

current reversal. 

As in the previous refractive index profiles discussed, if the· 

retractive index gradients around a minimum are small, the fringe 

accurately re-presents the refractive index profile.irrespective of focal 

pl~nP. (Fig. 4,36) because the light deflection is small (Fig. 4.37). 

However~ when the ·concentration gradients become large (Fig.· 4. 38), the 

choice of focal plane ·becomes critical. Focussing in the half of the 

cell nearest the objective lens results in an accuratelY observed 

concentration difference and some distortion of the width of· the minimum. 

Focussing far .from the ob.1ective lens !'esults in the fringe crossover 

whi.ch obscures the correct concentration difference even though it is 

present as one of thethree superimposed phases. The.spreading of the 

rays ·responsible for this is shown in Fig. 4.'39. 

Distortion in the profile becomes more serious as the width of the 

mniml.Uil di:ol"l"P.R..ses (Fi~. 4,40) and additional complications become signifi-

cant with these shnrp minima. As can be seen-'by_ the wide ray separation 

at the t_ocal plane in Fig. 4. 41 the light intensity of the experime-ntal 
. ' ' 

beam is greatly reduced near ·the minimum {the light intensity i!'.: _pro~u:.r-

tional to the dens.ity of rays}. It is possible in this case for the 

·light inten::~ity to become so low. that. the· ·fringe contrast approaches zero 

causing the fringes to disappear. This effect is the same as the Schlieren 

shadowgraph ·effect. 

Whil:e_ the concentration difference in the minimum appears correct 

with normal light incidence, if the light incid~nce is non-normal the 

• u 
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Fig. 4.36. Concentration minimum. ·See Note [B] p. 65. 
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. . .. 

concentr'"tion difference 8"Ppears larger th8.n it is (P'f&. ~.42) •. This 

is.because. the rays a"Pproaching the minimum refractive index region at 

an angle tend to curve to .be normal to the glass valls; they therefore 

traverse a shorter path in the ce'll, suffering less phase retardation. 
. . . 

A more .extreme case in Fig. 4.43 shows a maximum appearing also for the 

rea.sons discussed in· the, previous section. A similar severe case for 

several' focal planes is shown. in Fig. 4.44 but in this case the incident. 

rays were angled ~pwards rather than downwards. 

Concentration minima can be accurately observed if the focal plane 

is chosen nearest to the objective lens and the incident light is nonnal. 

to the cell walls. 

E •. The Concentration Maximum 

In the case of a refractive index maximum, the light rays converge 

on the maximum (Fig. 4.45). If only small gradients are present the 

resultant fringe represents the profile with little error. However, when 

. the refractive index gradients become large as in Fig. 4.46, fringe cross~ 

over is present in the image regardless of the choice of focal plane, at 

the one extreme,.· B, . occurring at the bOundary layer edges and at the other, 

E, in the center. 

· If the maximum is sharp enough, the light r~s can cross over the 

maximum and bend back (Fig. 4 .• 47) ·and if the cell is wide enough they 

may cross over the maximum again; ·such zigzaging rays would. suffer a 

maximumphase retardation having an exceptionally long path in the 

highest refractive index region. Because in a given refractive index 

profile, the exit angle of. Lhese rays can assume a range of positive and 
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Fig. 4.46. Concentration maximum. See Note (B) 
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negative values depending on the exact location ot the exit window, 

the virtual origin of these rays varies greatly vith cell width and focal 

plane location. It is therefore not possible to choose an optimum focal 

plane tor fringe evaluation for thick cells, however for thin cells the 

optimum is cnosen far from the objective lens. 

It the incident light is not normal to the cell valls, the maximuz 

vill appear larger than it actually is (Fig. 4.48). 

F. Tpe Multiple Beam Interferometer 

In earlier electrochemical mass transfer studies in this laboratory 

the multiple beam interferometer designed by O'Brien33 was used. In this 

arrangement the cel~- and the interferometer form an integral unit (Fig. 

4.49). Incident light C enters the cell through a partially transmitting 

mirror B. Following the path of the ray nearest the electrode A, it 

passes through the electrolyte E curving upwards due to an assumed cathode 

deposition boundary layer. A part of it, D, leaYes the cell through a 

second partially transmitting mirror. The reflected port ion of this beam 

eros es a second time back through the electrolyte and a part is reflected 

by the first partially transmitting mirror to cross the electrolyte a 

third time. A portion of this "third pass" beam leaves the cell a.s ray 

F. With 90% reflecting 10% transmitting mirrors, a part of the ray would 

continue to reflect back and forth in the cell giving higher order output 

rays. All odd order rays would leave the cell through the second mirror 

to the right while even orders leave the cell through the first mirror 

to the left. 

An interference pattern forms on the film plane of a camera focussed 

in this cell between all rays which have their virtual origin coincident 

on t~ plane ot focus in the cell. If the light enters perpendi cular to 
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4.49 Light path in a multiple beam interferometer cell with a cathodic 
dePositio~ boundary layer (side vie~). 

A. reaet1ng electrode 
B. glass cell walls with partially transmitting interferometer mirrors 

on the inside surfaces 
C. incoming collimated light 
D. outgoing !"irst onler light ray nearest to the electrode 
E. electrolyte with a concentration gradient in the vertical direction . 

The second order ray nearest to the electrode is passing just above E. 
F. outgoing third order ray nearest to the electrode 
G. outgoinS first order ray vhich interfereR vi.t.h F if the focn.l plane 

is at the inside of the cell vall farthest from the objective lens. 
In this case rays F and G interfere to form the lowest . e.nC. of the 
interference pattern, only first order rays alone strike the film 
betveen the image of the virtual origin of D and the image of F and 
G. 

The vedge angle betveen the mirrors has a vertical apex parallel to 
plane of the page, the fringes formed .are parallel to the apex. 
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· the mirrors and passes through a region of zero ref'ractive index gradient 

all multiple reflections of a r~ will be collinear and F and D will be 

collinear. The interference pattern will be independent of choice of 

focal plane. But if a cathodic boundary layer exists over the electrode. 

the light will curve upward in the cell as depicted in Fig. 4.49. In 

this case no other . r~ has & virtual origin coincident with D, therefore 

ray D does not interfere and producP.s a medium intensity region on the 

film. 

Ray G is the lowest ''first order" exit ray vi th another ray F 

coincident at the focal plane. Therefore the virtual intersection of 

the rays F and G locates the lowest edge of the interference pattern. 

Farther from the electrode hicher odd orders of interference contribute 

to the pattern. 

Figure 4.50 show$ the w~ in which a fringe shape is calculated in 

the· multiple beam cell. The refractive index profile A (the solid line) 

represents a concentration profile above the electrode at limiting current 

having zero concentration at the electrode. The phase of the first order 

transmitted light in the 2 mm cell with focus at the mirror farthest 

from the camera is indicated by the dashed curve B. The phase of the 

third . order transmitted light is shown by curve C. ·Curve Cis generated 

by assumiug the cell is three times as thick as it is since the light 

makes three passes, and that the focal plane is in the cell l/3 of the 

tripl~ thickness from the exit mirror. The phase to concentration con

version is also calculated from 1/3 the triple cell width. Since the 

light traversep the cell twice between the first order transmitted light 

and the third order transmitted light, the resultant fringe is found by 

taking half the difference between the two phases at each distance from 
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the electrode. In this example the electrode shadow formed by the 

third order light C, is lower than the electrode shadow formed by the 

ti~t order light, B, eo a region ot light with no interference occurs 

at E between the apparent electrode shadow and the lower edge of the 

int~rterence pattern. 

In the cathodic case, the interfacial concentration appears to be 

higher than it is because tne region of mP.R.RllrP~nt in the cell for the 

apparent interfacial concentration is not next to the electrode but 

between the exit of the lowest first order raT and the lowest third 

order ray. 

The apparent boundary 1-rer thickness of an anodic dissolution 

boundary layer is correct if the camera is focussed on the mirror sur

face n~arest the lens. In that case the fringes always contact the 

electrode shadow. 

An example o~ a multiple beam interference pattern nf n~salinization 

membrane (Fig. 4. 51). shows both the concentration (anodic dissolution) 

and dilution (cathodic deposition) boundary layer effects. · On the 

dilution side, the fringes do not extend to the electrode shadow (see 

Region E, Fig. 4.50) as they do on the concentration side. 
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Fig. 4.50. Cathodic depositlu~ concentraLion profile and the res~ting 
multiple beam interference fringe shape 

A. (solid line from coordinates 0,0 upward) concentration profile 
B. (dotted line extending below and to the left of coordinates 0,0) 

phase (horizont&lly) and location (vertically) of the first order 
light as it is focussed on the film plane. 

C. phl!.se of the third order light as it is focussed on the film (the 
phase is normalized to single pass concentration). 

D. resultant multiple be~ fringe profile formed by di viding the 
the phase difference between the first order light and the third 
order light in half 

E. region where only the third order light strikes the film, no 
interference forms. 

2 · current density= 1.1 ma/cm , cell width= 2 mm, focus . at the insidP. of thP-
glass wall farthest fro~ the objective lens 
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t=O sec. 

t=4 sec. 

A B XBB 711_-l_ 

Fig. 4.51. Dialysis through a potassium permeable membrane 
? 

0.03 N KCl [10 rna/em [stagnant solution cell thickness 2 mm 

A. Dilution (cathodic deposition) side of thP. mP.mhr~ne. The surface of 
the membrane appears advanced into the solution. and the fri nge pattern 
does not extend to the membrane shadow. The region bet¥een the f r inge 
end and the membrane shadow is the region where only the first order 
rays are focussed . The fringes begin whP.re the third order light rays 
are focussed superimposed on the first order rays. 

B. Concentration (anodic dissolution) side of the membrane . The fr ing e 
pattern extends up to the membrane shadow and the shadow appears s l ight ly 
receded. The plane of focus was probably located on the camera sid e of 
the glo.ss liquid interface nearest the camera. 

Scale : The field width was 2.7 mm. 
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V. Alii'ALYSIS OF DATA 

A. Simple Analysis of Interferograms 

Interferograms of the cathodic deposition boundary layer at const~t 

current were photographed with a Bolex 16 mm movie camera. By comparing 

an interferogram taken before the electrolysis began with interferograms 

taken at. fixed times after the electrolysis began it was posSible to 

determine the growth of boundary layer thickn~ss with time. As explained 

in Section IV, the boundary layer thickness at timet, after the current 

is on is.found by measuring the distance between the electrode shadow 

located before the current is on and the bUlk solution edge at timet. 

(The electrode shadow has moved to a false location due to light deflec

tion). This boundary layer thickriess is not the Ne:rnst equivalent boundary 

·layer thickness but the complete boundary layer thickness to the position 

in the solution where the concentration gradient equals zero. 

Figure 5.1 is an example of the development of the boundary layer 

downetrea.m from the leading edge for a Reynolds. Number of 750. The curve 

on the left is the Leveque solution for a boundary layer in a rectangular 

channel in steady-state. The pOints are the measured boundary layer 

thicknesses in steady state. The points were measured using a Bell and 

Howell stop motion movie proJe.ctor and a projection table. with graph 

paper as the screen. Every interferogre.m movie starts with a photograph 

of a. 1/2 mm grid etched on the inside of the cell wall farthest from 

the objective lens which is used for focusing the objective system as 

wel~ as scaling the pictures. 

'· 
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Fig. 5 .1. Boundary l~er thickness in a· rectangular channel over 
an upward facing cathode in laminar flow--the solid 
curve from 0 to 5 em is the Leveque solution for.a 
1 f.IJY!tnar boundary 18\Yer in fully· developed fl,ciw. The 
circles are the corresponding bouudw·y layer thicknesses 
found interferometrically with. a 0.1 molar copper 
sulfate solution in a 1 em wide, 2.54 em h~gh channel 
above the cathode in steady state. A groove across the 
cathode at 69'. 5 em caused a tinie dependent step in the 
boundary layer thickness as shown. 
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Since the solution vas O.i molar euso4, a .solution· of relatively 

low conductivity, ohmic overpotential caused a current density that was· 

higher than predicted by the Leveque solution at the leading edge of 

the electrode. The boundary thickness as measured by interferometry 

should be greater than the predicted Nernst l~~and the Mernst thickness 

should be independent at the presence of supporting electrolyte depending 

only on the diffusivity of' t.he reaction ion. 

At 69.5·mm from the leading edge the curves show a transient boundar.y 

·layer development measured at a groove across the electrode,which is 

drawn to scale. The change in boundary layer thickness across this 

groove is about twice its depth. In intentionally sectioned electrode 

systems,such as used by Hickman,and after long times in deposition or 

dissolution when the surface.becomes rough, similar effects.should occur. 

If the concentration gradients are sufficiently low so that light 

deflection effects in the cell are negligible, the concentration profile 
. . . 

in the boundary layer can be determined by using EQ .• 5.1. The concentration 

differen~e 6C at any distance from the electrode y is 

t:.C(y) = 
l t:.f(y) 'A/a (5.1} 

where, At is the friiliie shift (amount of displacement of the fringe from 

a projection of the straight portion in the uniform concentration region 

d:lv1ded by the fringe spacing), 'A is the wavelength of light, and a is 

the width of the cell. 

· · In the boundary layers .of concern in this study, the effect of light . 

deflection is much too great for this simple analysis. A test can be 

performed to verify this based on the calculation of light deflection in 

f.; 
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Schliere11 optics. PTom an est1mate ot th, highe_st ret'ractive index 

gradient expected (dn/dy)JD&X Eq. 5.2 can be used to calculate the approxi

mate slope of the lisht ray which leavee the cell a:f'ter traversiog this 

hishe~t refractive index region. (a is the cell Width). 

The ale~ of the leavi"r~ ra:y lftl!lY e.lso be found h-om an interterogra.ixl by 

~as:urinc the maximum tri~e slope (df/dy)max and lJ.Sing Eq. 5.3 

{5.3) 

Usins Fig. 5.2 where B is the solution. A is the electrode, and D is 

the ray of_ slope. (dy/dx)light exit' fOr small angles the light makes 

a nearly circular C\l,.l"Ve. F through the electrolyte which co.n be approxi

mated by~ cord E of that circle with siope 1/2 (dy/dx)light exit" The 

ray leaves the cell at a distanced from the electrode .. The fractional 

error in using the simple analysis will be of the order of d/6 where o is. 

the Wernet boundary layer thickness. The approximate percent ·error E 

.then is defined in Eq. 5.4. 

E :!!. 100 -!!. _ (2£) . :!!! 100 { a2')(211) . 
26 dy max - \"2.6, dy max 

(5.4) 

The error estimated is_the error in boundary la;rer concentration diffe-

renee and in the boundary layer thickness. 
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B 

c 
A 

XBL 7011-7089 

Fig. 5 .. 2. Eijitimatlon of error due to light deflection in interferometry 

A. ·electrode 
B. electrolyte #ith refractive index increasi~ upward 
C. i,ncoming light 
D. outgoing light 
E. approximate straight ray path 

·F. actual ray path 
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. . . 
EYen when the error is sma.ll, carerul choice ot tocu plane is impor-

tant· tor proper results as ·indicated in Section IV-B. .It the exit slope 

is larcer 1 limited apertures in the optics inay block the higher angle 

light resulting in a loss ot part of the fringe pattern. 

An idea of the usef'ulness of the error expression (Eq. 5.4) c.an be · 
. . . . . 

obtai~d by computing the expected errors on boundary' layers in Section 

IV. In"the table below the boundary layer error ie baaed on the Nernst 

equivalent. bound&~ layer thicAue5~. The errur depends on the ~hotce of 

tocal planes, the error using the recommended focal plane is listed first. 

Figure 

4.8 

4.18 

4.23 

Error Estimate Error Measured 

From dT)/dy From df/dy B.L. "nlickness AC dc/dy 
l!!q. 5. 4 . 

300 · 170 130 to -200 9 to :..140 -37 

300 160 0 to -200 -44 to -120 -46 

7 7 0 to -12. -3 t.o -0 0 

All errors ~n pereent 

B. Anal~s_is_ c:! .... ~.inces Including Light. 
Defle'ction In the: Cell · 

/>,B deecribed in Section IV, when ref-re.C"t.i ve index gradient$ in t.~e 

experime~tal cell become large, the light passing through the cell follows. 

a.curved path causing systematic discrepancies betvee11 .the simplified fringe 

analysis excluding :light curvature and the actual fringe pattern observed. 

In ordet· to calculate a resultant fringe from an assumed arbitrary refrac-

tive ind~x profile a numerical technique is required. It is not possible 

to calculate the refractive index profile from a given fringe. Since the 
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refraCtive index to fringe conversion is tedious, it is most easily done 

on a computer: the reverse conversion uses a trial and error method 

based on the forward conversion. 

The original fringe data was prepared for computation by measuring the 

inter:f'erograms on a measuring microscope •. The me&suring microscope consists 

of a binocular mdcroscope head ·mounted over a two directional translating 

stage~ The two in plane translations are controlled by screws connected 

to cou.nters vi th electrical output. The counters vere connected directly 

to a keypunch where each coordinate could be autamatically punched on a 

card in a given digit .format. The resolution of the translational measure

ment is. one micron. 

The movie film to be measured was placed . on the. translating stage. 

The stsge was moved to a location such that the desired point appeared 

ai the cross hair in the microscope, and a ped8.1 pressed to record the 

desired· ~oordinates on a punched card. The first frame measured was a 

photograph of the 1/2 mm. lines etched on the wall of the experimental 

~ell. Four or five points on each of the lines were recorded to provide . 

an accurate dimensional reference for the later analysis. The next frame 

me•sured was the fringe pattern before the electrolysis began; it gives 

· the true electrode location. The following frames measured were fringe 

patterns taken at predetermined times after the electrolysis began. 

Each frame vas measured in the same way. First tbe sprocket hole· 

locations were .measured to orient and position the frame in the computa- . 

tional coordinate system. ·Then a set o.f points on the'edge of the elec

trode sbadow. were taken. Following that six curves were measured; two et!ges 

of each· of three fringes. Last the number of fringe shifts in the boundary 
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lqer vere recorded by taltina a point in the middle ot each friege as 

the crosehair was moved in the direction perpendicular to the electrode 

shadow across the boundary layer. The seven fringe measurements were 

then moyed· together and fitted to an eXpression ot the form used to 

compute t.he .error function. 

f(y) = (5.5} 

where tis fringe shi:rt, .p = ~47047, y is the distaace from the electrode 

and the A's are adjustable pa~&meters. A plot of the result shown in Fig. 

5.3 is displayed on a cathode ray tube. The slashes are measured points 

and the diamonds are the fitted curve. A systematic error sometimes 

appears as in Fig. 5.4. In that case additional fUnctions are added to 

thefitting function by the operator at the CRT display to im:provethe 

curve tit.· 

Once an acceptable t1 t is .obtained., the :fi tt~ fringe (diamonds) and 

an automatically guessed fringe (slashes) are plotted together as in Fig~-

5.5 • The operator then guesses parameters A1 to A4 tor the actual 

refractive index profile until a satisfactory fit is obtained as in Fig •. 

5.6. 
. . 

The guessed refr~ctive index profile is then used to compute and 

print current .density, interfacial· concentration at the electrode, boundary 

l~ver thi~;nese and other p~rtinent bo~darv layer information. 

C. A Method for Including The Variation ot 
The Boundary La,Yer Across a Flov Channel 

As pointed out in Section II, the velocity gradient at-the electrode 

is. not uniform across the channel and· the mass transfer bowi:da.ry layer 

varies in thickness. Since that is the direction of li~ht propagation; 
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Fig. 5.3 C.athode' ray tube console display of a. satisfactory fringe fit 
for a cathodic depot::ition boundary layer 

\,points measured with the e1easuring microscope sho,~ing actual fringe 
shape . · .. 

. Oanalytical function with p~am.eters set to best fit the points. This 
~ction is used in tr.e later analysis rather than the data points. 

. 2 ' 
Experimental Conditions: i = 10 mA/~~ ; C = 0.10 ~ euso4; z (dist~~ce fro~ 

leading edge· of ele.ctrode) = T. 7 c!ll. 
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Fig. 5. 4 Catho~~ :ray tube console display o:f an unsatisfactory :fringe fit 
for a cathodic deposition boundary layer 

'\points measured with the measuring microscope showing actual 
fringe shape · · 

\)analytical function with parameters set to best :fit the point's 
Tllis function must be modi:fied to obtain a better :fit. 
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Fig. 5.5 Cathode ray tube console display at the start of the refractive 
i11dex profile .guessing procedure for a cathodic deposition boundary 
lqe.r · · · · 

. \ fringe ~h~pP. computed from the guessed refractive l~dex-profile 
· 0 analytical function representing frin8e shape. 

The ~ram~ters for the guessed refractive index profile are labeted gues~S 
in the graph.· Note: The zero line repre~ents the actual location of the 
electrode. 
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Fig. 5.6. -Cathode ray tube cpnsole displa.y after a satisfactory 
refractive index profile has been ~ounds the computed fringe 
fits the measured :fringe for a cathodic deposition boundary 
1ayer 

' fringe shape computed fro~ the guessed refractive index profile 

(>analytical function representing fringe shape 

The parameters for the guessed refractive index profile are labeled 
guess in. the plot. Note: the zero line represents the actual loc~
tion of the electrode. 
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the interferogram is .a re~t of an ·.integral etf'eet across a nonuniform 

bo~ layer. In the prece<\ing an&l.ysis we have assumed that this 

variation acrdss the channel does not exist. 
' . ' 

In order to evaluate the dependence .of the bOQildary layer thic~ss 

on the cross channel dimension,· the u.Se of a focusing re:tractometer (Section 

. IIIC) ias proposed for the measurement of the boUndary l~r adJacent 

to the gl:ass wall. The resultant ref'ractogrSm· and corresponding interfero-

graa are measured on a large screen projection ty-pe measuring machine 

similar to :the measurill8 microscope used previousl.7 tor tringe measurement .• 

The large screen is required because the critical .angle boundary in. the 

refractogram cannot be seen with the measuring microscope due to the low 

contrast in the image. 

From the retract'o.gra measur~ent a concentrat-ion profile at the two 

. glass walls may be deduce4; C(O,)d
1 

z = C(a,y)
1 

z recalling that the glass 

valls are at x=O and x=a. · The fringe is then fitted by manually insert-

ing adjustable parameters while watching the resultant computed fringe on 

a CRT .display as done in the-previous section. 

The first adjustab1e.parameter is K from Eq. 2.9 

c (o, y(K[V(x) ]
113 + 1)). lz 

u~ed to introduce the velocity dependence into the boundary layer thickness. 

It adJusting r does not lead to a satisfactory fr~~e fit $n additional 

·set of general scaling fa.ctors can be multiplied times y of the form 

m 2 n 1 
K · Y (x -ax) + l. The local current density and boundary layer thickm,n 

. ness.can then be. found from. C(x,y)lz• The interfac.i,al concentration is 

found near the glass vall from the refractogram and is asstimed constant 
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across the channel. The· 1 and t dependence of the. ccmcentration proN.le 

is found by curve fitting each of the adJustable parameters to functions 

ot z113 a.n~ t. 
The analysis breaks down in the presence of. aat~al co~~ction, 

because periodic concentration variations occur in that case. The period 

of these variations can perhaps be found with the Doppler velocimeter or 

with an imterferometric technique Which reflects.the light ott of the 

electrode. However even. if the period is known a quantitative analysis 

of the interferograms may not lead to a unique correct result. 

D. :. Uni1ueness of Results 

In Sections B and C iterative guessing techniques were described 

tor fringe analysis. It is conceivable that an iric0rrect.boundary layer 

shape may be found which results in a satisfactory fringe fit. While no 

method exists for assurinc that a correct solution of tbe·boundary l~er 

has been obtained, some assurance of the reasonableness-of the results may 

come from substituting the results into the applicable mass transfer 

equations for verification. 

The total current I, measured externally must equal the integral 

of the l6cal current density over ~he total electrode surface. I contains 

both a diffUsion component and a migration component and can be computed 

from the concentration profile. The migration component is most easily 

included by using the transference number tj, where it is defined as 

follows = . uJnJCJ (5.6) 
r '\:~ck 

u is ionic mobility,n is valence, and. Cis local concentration. The 

local cilrrent density can be written16 
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~ ac 
d.Jn+ F a (x,y,z) 

y . 

1 - t + 

(5.7) 

Where lj is the salt diffwsivity, n+ is. the valence of the reacting ion, F is 

the ~ar~ constant (96,500 coul/equiv~ C is the eoncentration of the 

reacting ion and t+ is the transference number of the reacting ion. The 

total current is then calculated by integrating over the electrode area. 

(5.8) 

The total current should equal the externally measured electrode current. 

A second check of the validity oi the .results may be made by writing 

a mass b~ce over a portion of tbe electrode in steady sta.te. For the 

electrode region bet~en the leading edge and a location a.t dist~~ce z 

down the e.lectrode the :mass balance is Eq. 5.9. 

I z I • i(x,z) dx dz 
0 0 

!' 
0 

For the unsteady state a local balance may be written 

(5.9) 

& . . 
10 i(x,z) d.x = _ 'ob/2 I 

0 
a [ ac(x,~:•· t) + ac(s,z~~· t l J dx dy 

(5.10) 
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VI. . CONCLUSIONS 

Inter:f'eron;u~~try, previouely thought to be a sill:ple aceurate method o:f' 

exami~ing.eoncentration, temperature and density profiles in transport 

systemS sutt_._: :f'rcm serioUs distortions when high :re~tive index 

gradients are observed. Interferometry is not alone with this problem, 

all optical observations involving refractive index gradients incll.\<Upg 

Schlieren optics , densitometry, refractometry, photography, and holography 

,.~.n .IJ\\ffer fr.,m thelile d.htolwtiono I The dhtortiona can ouly ue U.et.ecLeu 

by performing theoretical, i~terferometric, or Schlieren optical tests on 

the optical systems. Er.ror estimation based on equations such as Eq. 5.4 

which only include the first derivative of the refractive index profile 

can only give an approximate idea of the error because the error depends 

stroQSly on the second derivitive of the profile. A computed trace of 

light rais as they pass thro\lgh the retractiv·e index field is the m.ost 

reliable way to test for error in an interferometric system. 

A ·series of such computations presented in Section IV has shown that 

no distortions appear in regions with no refractive index gradient nearby. 

With proper focus, maxima and minima also appear with no distortion at the 

point of zero gradient. 

False maxima, minima and interfacial 'boundaries may appea.r j_n the 

interferograms due to fringe overlap and to introducing the light into the 

experimental cell at non normal incidence. Such aoom~lies can be detected 

by changing the plane of focus and by checking the cell orientation. 

~Jnfortunately none of the interferometric studies o:f' mass transfer 

• boundary layers.discussed in the literature properly considered the 

problem of light deflection nor included information about the exact focal 

* A recent work by Tvarusko and Watkins 50 excepted. 
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plane used in the experiments. It is therefore impossible to extract 

quantitative in~ormation about the boundary layers observed in these 

studies. 

Several other optical systems may be advantageously used in conjunction 

with an inter~erometer to provide additional in~ormation about the boundary 

layer •. The instrUments developed for use in this study include a focussing 

re~ractometer, an absorption densitometer, and a Doppler velocimeter. 

Independently, the auxi.llia17 instrum~nts cannot provide sufficient inforina

tio~ to describe tlle ·concentration pro~ile in the boundary layer. 
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SYMBOLS 

a channel width and electrode width 

A channel cross sectioual area 

A coerticient 

A angstroms 

b channel height and electrode spacipg 

B co~:ffir.iP.nt. 

c 

c 

. d 

D 

. speed of light 

. eoncentrati on 

dist~ce between a ray leaving the cell 
and the·. electrode 

eydraulic diameter 

dif't'usivi ty 

E percent error in fringe shift and boundary 
··layer thickness 

t function 

frequency 

IJ.t triilge shift 

F Faraday's constant 

g gravitational constant 

Gr Grashof Number 

1 integer" 

i local curr.ent dens! ty 

I tot;a.l current 

J integer 

J ionic flux and molecular flux 

K coefficient 

L electrode length 

10-8 em 

Cll. 

moles/liter 

em· . 

4A/P 
2 . 

cia /sec 

ey/sec 

96,500 coul/equiv 

980 cm/sec2 

.3 2 
.IJ.pL g/v·p 

2 amp/em 

moles I err? sec 

Clll 
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m integer 

n valence 

Nu i'usseit Number for mass transfer 

p 

p 

p 

Re. 

Sc 

pressure 

Channel perimeter 

pjlSse of light 

Reynolds !lumber ... 

Schmidt Number 

t (subscript) transmi1;ted 

t time 

t transference number 

u ionic mobility 

velocity 

V velocity_of light aad particles in figures 

v velocity gradient at electrode 

x cross channel direction and light propagation 

y direction perpendicular to electrodes 

z direction parallel to channel. axis 

JTJ/CJ'J' 

eyne/cm2 

Clll. 

sec 

nllt!/I:nuc 

em.2 /volt sec 

em/sec 

(3v/3y) ly=O · 
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a sealing factor for y 

y absorption coefficient for light 

boundary 1S¥er thickness 

wavelength of light A 

n refractive index 

. viscosity 

p density 

e angle or 1ncidence measured to a line normai to the intersected 
plane 

·e (velocimeter) angle between incident and reflected light 
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APPEIDIX I 

A. Derivation of Equation of Light Deflection 
. I . . 

C:C..14er light puai.D& through a refracting mediUm 'I • 'l(x,y) in the x1 y 

p~e With a slope ~ a.t any Point. Consider a cooNinate system s1 ~ in the 

7q plAne with a pa.ralle~. to the light propt\g&tion dinction., u sh01111 below. 

. ' 
'l'be optical path, w, ar the light can ·be. expressed aa a Foduct of 

re:f'ru.ctiw index a.n4 distance. 

V • '}S. 

Prom &a e:a•ination Ot & ,Short SeCtion Of th« opti.ca]. I)atb with two l'fllO of 
.• ' 

equal ifl 

T 
a.· 

• 
.... 

-1 

it·is.tound·that where (dqjd~)m = 0 

A(~) = (~) - (~) = 
. . . n. m 

since equal optical path differences give equal phase shifts 
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so. 

subst1tut1Dg 

6(~)- ~l~ ~ 
' .. 

is obtained. · 

. Takt.n& the limit ae . /llt -+ 0 and Aq -+ 0 

• 

The comrersion to x 1 y. coorcUnates may be 'made t.7 tbe f'ollawing 

identities. For . ·~ • tan a • elope ot light. path : 

2 
~king the substitutions for d and ~· dq. 2 

.48 

1s. obtained. 

(4.1) 

. I 

. I 

' . ' 
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B. Interp~etation of Frigges 

. Interferometry and ·.Schlieren optics are the two principal ways of 

observing refractive index gradients. '!'he phenomenon which they observe 

is a phase change across the beam 'Which results in. a light deflection. 

Interferometry observes the phase change directly, effeetive.ly plottins 

p~e VB distance on the film plane.· It is the easiest to ~nterpret of the 

tvo JDethods and is otten used to measure 8maU phase cha.nse11~ The Schliere.n 

technique :requires simpl.er optics~ but obsel"fts only tbe. light deflection 

and is ditticult to interpret. It theretore 1s used tor large objects where 

interferome~ers are not easily used. 

A• the effects obser'V'f<!d are closely related, ·it 1a expected that 1n 

either observation _techn1~ue 1 artifa~ts ,resulting from the oth~:"r effect 

could.be·Obaerved. It a Schlieren system baa a coherent ~i~t source, 

. interf'erene• li.nea will o.ppear in aduU!on to the desired pattern. si:miiarl1 

in interferometry, the interference pattern will be displaced due to the 

light defiection. In ad~tion, tb.e defiect:lon resulta in a longer optical 

path which _pa.ases through regions of different refractive index. In early 

studies in this work, displacements ~ere· seen to be responsible for errors 

of up to ~ in boundary layer dimensions. 
~ . 40 . . . 

Svensson examined the problem of the longer optical path and found 

~hat by ch~osing hi.s focal plane carefully, he could. eliminate the path 

_length error. In his system he _had no interface so he did not consider 

* the change in apparent location of an interface in a gradient. MUller 

considered both the electrode shadow displacement and the optical path 

length error for the case of a linear gradient 1n the boundary region. 

* Unpublished data 

• 

• 
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. . . . . 

The tollaving an~sis is. more general in derivation than the· previoua 

two anal.yses bu:t the resulting equations are so complex that a numerical 

solution is required for &11. but the simplest cases. 

L~t nerlectian.in the ElectrolY!e 

As a ·tirst approximation, consider the case- of light passing throush 

a cell 1n the x direction, as shown below, tram x = 0 to x • ~· 

.. 

I 

Without deflection, the optica.l path ps is 

. . 

.I 

l 
I 
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where ~(x1y1 z) is the refractive index. The x dep~ence or refractive 

· index is iliaccessible·. For measurement convenience, :f'l'inges are created 

parallel to the y axis and the y dependence ot refractive index is obtained 

moat easily and accurately. 

To·conside~ the deflection nf a light ray crossing a cell from 

x • 0 to x ;.. xl we must consider the :f'oJ.+orlllg dif'terential ·equation for 

light detleetion (derived in Appendix I~A). 

(4.1) 

(4~~a) 

Equatiop (4.1) 1e not eaail.,y solved when ("'tfoy.)x,z 1a nonzero, :but it 

may be ~ed by n,~E.~r1cal techniques. 

Por the case ~ • ~(y) an analytical solution is found as 

follows 

IDtrQduc_ing 

42y l ( l _+ (~)2 ) ~ 
4x2 .. wr -ci)( ey 

p ID 

Substituting 

.. 



• 
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.·pdP 1 (1 + r> ~ • 'l(7) dy .· dy 

~:1 
. .(,:;, · •. J"~ '!!1, 

?lCY) 
dy .. 

d¥ 
Yo 

. Su~sti tutiDa. 

X a 

p - ·-w 
0 . ·' 

where y is d.pendent on x. · 

.. . ! I .. -
·.~ 

'I !!1. { 'I 
. 0 

The optical path ca.n now be obtained by t)ae integrati~n 

.. 

(I-B.l) 

1
·.: 
' ,, 

: i· ~ 

jj 
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".. • ~· )Col.· xl { ) • 'I ... ,,,z 
x-0 . 

.!1.W. !l . (y) (=y + l) . · ~-2 2 . 

"0 'l
2

(y) (~2 + .. 1) -1 

L1pt _ D~:t'l.e.cti~ in the m.ass Wap. 

The above discussion is sufticient to find the location, direction 

and phue ot a l.ight ray· lea::ving the electrolyte it the rq is characterized 
. . . 

upon entr;y and it: the ref'loactive index tunc:tion is knavn. Since it is o~ 

the li~t ray 1n air th~t can ~ ~asured1 the e:ffect ot the glass and the 
. . 

1nter.face must be included. The discussion will be limited to the case 

* ot negl1glble deflection in the z direction and perpendicular incidence. 

I 

As. &bam m· ~. I-B.l, the ef':fect of the first glass wall need not be con-
. . 

'sidered,· . as it affects the idealized undef'lec:ted ray in the same way as it. 

affects the actual ray. The deflected ray enters the cell at (x0 ,y0 ) and 

leaves the electr<;>ly-fe· at (xrl>· and an angle. of ~~ passes. through the 

glass at angie ~ and enters the .air at (~,y2 ) a.'ld a,. 

* No~ to the first initial ~all. 

• 

,. ,. 

I 
t 

I 

I 

t 
' 

I 
.. • I 

i 

. ' 
·' 
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, --.__.;--+-------~--~~ - - - - - - - - - . - - - - -"o· 

X 
0. 

Fig. I-B.l.. Deflected light path through 
interferometric cell. 

XBL 682-159 
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aDell'• IAv 

n(xl ,yl} a~ • '~g ·-~ • •aa, 
~th the auhatitution 

l .... '· .. 

si.Da • 

(!), . 

' . 

. (~) -
.. 2 

~(xl,yl) (dy/dx)l 

. . 
The expression .. 

results ~ 

•. 

. 
The opt1oa1 path in the glass is 

or 

- . 

(I-B.2) 

(I-B.3} 

... 

~ 

I 
l 

I 
I 
I 
i 
i 

t 

. ~ 
; 

I 
I· 
~ 
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(I-B.4) 

A focal:. pl.arie: is riGW 'chosen so ·that a rq passing liea.rest · the el.ectrode . . . . . . 

will arrive at tbe' same Point on the .1'1lm plane at't-u passing through the 

.lena. vtlether ·or nat a gradient exist·s. · The electrode will then appear at 

·the same loeatic;m on the :tilm plane with and without light .. def'lectiou. 'nli.s 

·choice illows. direct. observation of the bou.nd.a.ry :ta..ver thickness. 

As ahawn in Fis.I-B.2.f'ocusing on point xt would image both the 

undetlec1;ed and the def'lect.ed rays on point If. It the f'oce.l plane is 

cho~en at the point xf derived from :he ray ori.ginatlDs at y
0 

.. o, the· 

electrode shadow wiU appear at It' so 

. (;r2 _- 0) .• (~)' (~- xt) 

and substituting Eq. (4-11) into (4-14) 

yl 

is obtained~ 

(I-B.5) 

t 

I 
I 
I 

t 
i 
i 
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Objective lens 

-1----

'L Equiphaae 
Line 

XBL 682-158 

Fig. I-B.2. Focusing ·in interferometric cell. 
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Tl¥t optical ~thlencth error llU8t be 'found tor thia choice ot focal 

plane. The actual path lqth trom x· .. 0 te x.;. ~· is 

..xl. ,..----
. pT (7) • J. 1J (x,t(x)) .j1 + (~/dx)2· dx 

. 0 .. 

(I-B.6) 

where 7 ~·f'(x)is the solution t.o Eq. (4.1). Tbe stra.ight path length trom 

X a 0 to X • ~ ia 

Ps . ·f:l. q(x,7o) .dx.. + 'lg(~- ~) (I .... B.7) 
0 . . 

Referring again to Fig. I-B.2 it can be seen that fU1 equipha.se line 
. . 

which appears to originate from x1 is an arc centered on xt. 'l'he straight. 

path mUst include the distance from the wall to the arc which passea 

through poin~ {x2 ,y2 ) •. This distance is 

Substituting in Eq.(r-B.l) 

. · (. ~1 + (dy/dx)~ 
l'c = ~1 + (dy/dx)i 

. . · - 1 ) ( x2 - x 1') 

- T}2(x1,yl)(dy/d:-t)i . . 

_{I-B.O) . 

1 s obtained·. 
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The path error tsp obtained is 

(I-1.9) 

or substituting Eqs. (I-B.6), (I-B.7) and (I-B.8) into (I-:-B~9) 

(I-.B.lO) 

Ftlr aD.f ray o~her than the 00e closest t·o the electrcde and those 
. .. 

pas~;Jing through unifOrm. medium, the fringe ima&e will be at a different . 

location th8.n _expected. This displacement can also be cal.culatecl. The 

appa.rent location of a fringe, yt' is expreseed by 

and substituting Eq~ (I-B.1) and (I-B.2) into (I-B.8) 

results. 

2 
1 + (dy) 

dx 

(I...:B.11) 

(I-B.l2) 

• 

• 

.. 

i 
' I 

: 
i 
1 

t 
I 

t 
I 

I 

f 

I 
I 

-' ! 
i 

! . 
! 
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... : 

C. Analytic&l.. C&leUlation of the O,tical 
. Error Due to a Linear Gradient 

It a aedium with a refractive index gradient exists which is linear 

1n y, it can be expressed in the .following way, 

'J(Y) a ay + b 

.· . 

A :rey ·which enters the medium in the x direction x • 01 7 .,. 0 with 

. ~~ x~ • "Y· • 0 may be easily studied analytically. 

8ub8t1tut1ng ~(y) into Eq. (I-B.l) 

{

. dy. 
x• 
.. 0 ~ :_· ... ilil: 

·. ~0 

'l'he resul. t 

J. ~ uinh2 ( *) • : (eosh (~) -l) 
6 

is obtaiDBd •. This ie 1dent1c&l to the ~s~lt obtained by MUlle7. 

1'be al.Dpe is. easily found ·to be 

The optical path can· be found :by integration 

where 

... I· ·~dxdy)2. dx ds a ~ 1 + ~ 

and 

( nbx) . ... b coch 

(I ... B.l) 

• 

• 
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8ubst1tut1DS 

and 1ntepat1Dg 

;p (x) • .~ sinh {
2:X) + ~ . 

. 'rbe ray JBUst nov paaa through the glass vall into the air. The 

alo~ with wh1eh it e!\t.e:ra the air ea.n hi! to\llld ·r.ram :zq. '(I-B.2) 

(~) .. , .. (I-B.2} 

by eubatitution. 

(~), (I-r. .1) · 

'l'be point at which the ray enters the air (see Fig~I-B.l)can a.lao be found' 

from Eq. {I-B.3) 

v a·v + 
"'2 "l . (I-B.3) 

2 2(~) 2 '(~) 11a + 'lg . dJt 
1 

- 'l (yl dx 
1 

By eubstitution · 

(I-C.2) 2 

(:r.) 2 {ax1 } 
csch b - 1 

.. 

r 
t 
I 

l ,. 
t 
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The optict4. path in the glus mq be found f!'GI1 Eq. (I-B.4) 

by' substituting 

p ::· 
g 

(I-B~4) 

Tbe toc&.l point xf' ~or the shadow of' the electrode appearing at its 

locatio~ can be f'ound by substituting (I-C.l) and (I-C.2) into Eq. (I-B.5) 

(y -0) ~ (~) (x -x ·) 
2 · . dx air 2 f' 

. . 1 ·'l-b2 . h2 
Xf' = x2 - a , S1D 

(I-B.5) 
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APPINDIX II 

·ThCJ eompl.lter .programs list~ here were used to c.enerate some of the 

figures in Sections II and IV. The plotting routines should not be 

examined too carefully because tlley ·use some featuree peculiar to our 

plotting sretem. The complete program regularly used tor fringe analysis 

has not been included here beca~e it takes 55 pages to list and the heart 

o:f the program is used in· both NEWAB and NEWAF • 

. A briet.listing of the important variables and fUnctions is included 

here for the convenience of the reader. 

CRT plotting system 

XMIB,XMAC,YMIN,YMAC define the plot l~its 

TVXMIN, TVXMAX, etc ignore 
.. . 4HJOIN 

CALL TVPLOT(X,Y ,K, 6HJoJOIN' L,M) 

p~ots An•Yn ror n=l ~o K it X and r 
are within plot limits. JOIN connects 
points plotted. L·amd M define the 
symbols which mark the points 

. LABELS 
CALL TVGRID(K,L,6liNoLBLS'M,N) 

dr.aws grid lines for the plot with lines 
and· marks defined_ by K,L,M,N, ·and labels 
the lines as in Figs. 5.3 to 5.6. 

CALL TVLTR writes from TAPE 98 onto graph 



PROGltAM CHBDR 

AN 

If 

I 

X 

y 
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plots Fig.· 2.1 

channel aspect ratio height/width . 

subscript of AN 

subscript of X and Y 

location across .channel 

normalized velocity derivative 

·.•'' 
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PRO()R<\"1 CH'IO~ (. INPUT • O.JTPJT, · f M'E98 • FILM I 
C THIS P~OG~A ... PLOTS SH.EAi~ RATE AT THE ELC:CTR00E !.'~ RECT CHAHNELS 

(Q.'1o"'O;'l / T VPOUL I x:.q N·o·Xi-1 AX • Y MIN • Yo'1AX, TV XM llh Tv' XMAX • TV Y .•11 N·, f'VY .-1AX 
~~"1~~;(0~ XllJlJo YllJlJo ANI41 
nATA 4N I ,1, leo 2,54, SJJ,I 

·X'Ioll~ = Oe 
X'4AX = le 
v ... r~ = o. 
v~~x = 1·· 
r>O 1 "I• 1 , 4 
I)R i tH <; 

~ F'J'!'Io1o\T ll~l J 
J(lil o. 
Ylll = O. 
"'10 '? ( = 1 • 1 ') 0 
XIT+ll = I I 10~. 
SU'4 = ~. 
'>0 ~ M = lolO•) 
... 0 : ~ * ~ - 1 
A = .0~14159?6 * I 
U = ~0 * ANINI * 3,14159?6 
40 = '·10 * A 
IF I U ·• G T • 2 5 • I GO TO 6 
.COSH= IElCPIIJI + EXPI-1Jit12. 
c; I ~1-1 = ( r;::l( p ('II - F: l( p ( _,) J I I:?. 
S'J"1 = SU1.1 ·~ I 1,11'-iO*~t21 1•1 1(05!-i-lo 1/SINHI*SI~I<\01' 
r;O TO ~ 

6 CO~Ttiii 1 JJ: 
:'il.l~ol"' ~U:.t"' I iell"'''**:?II*STNI<\/)1 

1 t:ONTI\I•Jt:: 
v 1 r + 1 t = c; u·~ 
PRINT 4o"hloANINitXIlltYIIl 

4 FO~M<\TI,~o215olF20,5) 
2 C!'lNfl\IUF.: 

r = r + 1 
PRI"'T 4t~·•l•A"'INioXIIloYIII 
CALL TVPL~TIXoYo1Jlo4HJOINololl 

f CONTIIII'JE 
CALL TVGRIDilol0o6HNOLBLS•l•lJI 
CALL TVF':IIII") 
STOP 
~~I') 

' J 



PROGRAM NEWAB 

IR. 

t 
CB 

XNO 

XNG 

w 

WG 

FUNCT(X) 

SCALE( X). 

ASF 

co 
DYDXO 

ACD 

YA{l) 3rd line after 

FUNCTION ZETA 

FUNCTION ZETAP 

let step above 78 

PS,YAF 

F 

SP,SYAF 

YA, 

950 
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plots figures like Fig. 4.8 

number of rays traced 

bulk solution concentration of CuS04 

refractive index of water 

·refractive index of glass 

cell width 

glass wall thickness 

converts concentration into refractive index 

converts phase iuto concentration 

defines boundary layer thickness 

concentration at the interface 

slope of the incident light 

current density 

location of the first ray computed 

defines the boundary l~er shape 

takes the derivative of ZETA 

defines the interval between rays computed. 

shape of the given profile 

focal distance from the outside. of the 
glass wall nearest to the objective lens 

computed fringe Shape 

path of light rays as they cross the cell 

... ~ 
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PROGR'" ,_.f:WAq.( t NPIJT o OUTPUT, T APr:98, F t LM I 
C· qQU~~I\~Y LAY~~ SYST~~S 
C ALL P IN ANGSTROMS ALL OTHER DI~ENSIO~S I~ ~M EXCEPT CONC 

COMMON YAI10101tDYOXI10l~I•PA11010loZAI1010loZAPilJ1Qio 
1 V AF.(ll 0 1. o S V 1\ F I 1 1 0 l • SP I 110 I • P 5 I 11 (} l • PI 11 0 I • Y I 1 1 J I • D I li J I 
CO~~~ 1~1 CO• CB• X~v, ASF 
COMMON ITVPUOLI XMl~oXMAX•Y~I~•Y~AXoTVXMI~oT~XAAX~TVY~J~oTVV~AX 
nAT~ TR I 51 'I 
r>AT A (q I • 1 I 
r>ATA. X~O I 1.1313 I 
DATA XNG 1. 1.5211 I 
f) AT A W I 1 0 • ·1 
FIJNCTIXI = xlll'1 + .n279~2*l< 

SCAL~~XI z Xll27952d. * wl · 
SECIXI • 1. I C051XI 
x~q = Fl)t.II':TIC.RI 

110 ~ 1 L W ·= 1 • 2 
~G z ~L~- 11 * 12~7 
r>O et IASF ~ 1•? 

· ASF .... I AS~=' * 4. 
oo At reo= t•s 
IFIIC~ .~0. ll GO TO 81 
co a <reo- ll * .ns 
1)0 Al 1(1) = 1,? 
r>Yhl<O = ~~~ - ll**~ 
IF(I(f) eLT. ~~ ~Vr>XO = -f)V~XO 
AI=\ = ATAN(IWr">XOl 
S~AR = XIII~* ST~IARI 
AG = A'H'IIII S~A~IXIIIr,) 
CCIIIP = X~G*~G~l.E7*11.-SECIAGII+XIIIg~4•l.E7*11.-SECIA311 
ACD = ASF * l2o5 ~ICR - (JI 
oRr~r hnn. ~(n.rR.(O 

6·J'J FORMATI5H I =oF6.2o9H ~AICM••lo/o·5fi CB =tF6.2o6H :-40l.ARolo5H CO =• 
}F6e?o6H ~0LARollll 
X~.AX = • 5 
X"41111 c -•l 
v-.,Ax :: 2. 
Y ... tllt !: -L. 
(ALL TVGRIDI 6o 6HNJL6LS, 2• 4• 51 
W~IT~ 198,.71')1 

710 FOR114ATI3H 4olllllllo3H )tloVi !'itMoiiii'I1,3H -4olo28H 
1 C n ~I 

CALL TVLTR120.o992.,0,4l 
VAlli = 1.1:-6 
I~='~~= I~IXIlO.•Wl. 

IC:"fn • 11=:111"> + 1 
I~A = l 
~~~ = ~00 
">0. 7 !3 1 I "' l , I R 
PlfJ = n, 
~ITI :: O. 
Vl·t) :c 0• 
SPfll = .. 0. 
IWI'))( 11) : I)Yr)XQ 
Y~FITI z: VAll~· 
PA I 1 I = ·o. 1) 

!')176 J=2·f~"'r') 
YAI.Jl.; Y'"-IJ-11 + .1 * r)V'1X(J-ll 
A~) : VAIJ-1 I + .Jc:; • ">YI")X·(J-,11 

A B 

02 

026 
029 
030 

014 

n:1" 
037 

,1)41 
04? 

060 
Qlt5 

'146 
047 
048 

..) 
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Z4fJI • Z~T4(·A~AI 
PAIJI = P~IJ-11 + IXN6-Z~(JiiCOSI~T~~~DYDXIJ-111JI * 1J~**6 
Z~P(JI = Z~TAPI,RGI . . . 
OYD~IJJ = DY~XI~-11 + ol*ZAPIJI*IIl.+0Y~XIJ-111**2 I ZAIJII 
IF I Y 4 I J I • L T • 0 • I G') T () 7 o; 
p: I Y A I . J I • G T • Y ~~ A X I . GO T ') H 

76 .CO"'T I~~ JJ= 
D~DX1J1 = TANIA&INIZAIIE~01*SINIATAN(DiDXI IENDIIJ/XNGI J 
Yl I I =· 'NG*DY~XlOl + YAI Jc~~~ 
PI I I·= PAl lEND I + Xl'tG*WG*l.oJE+7*1 lo-.SECIATANID.YDXlulll·l 
Dfll : ·TANIA<;INIXN•i*51N!ATANIDY')Xl01 I II I. 
JFIJRl .GT. II !Rq = l 
JFIJRA·oLTo t"l IRA= I 

7'; COIIITJ"'!JE 
VAlli i: YAill + .04 

781 CO~Tt"WE 
1')0 78 I = l•IR 
P.S(II = IZ~TtdYAF(fll- XII4'JII.0279?2 
PSI I I =. P <; I I I - • 1 

78 CO"'TJ"WE . . 
CI\LL TVPLOTI PSo YAF• IR• 4HJJII\Io Jo 11 
I F (I R A • LT • I R 8 I GO T 0 1 R 2 
~~ ,. ~~ + 1 
r>O 78~ L=l•4 

.F • -WG/XNG- 'N/XNR/1. * 14-(l 
FC"'P = F * 1.~7 * llo- ~~CIASli\IISRAdllJ 
DO 7 80 I · = I R 13 , I R A 
.SY4~1Il •• Y(ll +')Ill* F 
SPfii Pill.+ I:'* loE+7 * 11.- SO:CIATA~!Dilllll 
SPill = SDIII - F(NP- CCNP 
SP( t I = C~ - SCALI: I SPI II I 

· SP I I I = SP I I I - • 1 
.C)DIII = SDIII + ol*L 

780 COlli TJIIIUE: 
IFIIRA .LTo tRAl GO TO 786 

·t RC ., n 
00 78 S I R I) = I R A • I R A 
IRC = I RC + l · 
SPITRCI = SDtJRnl 
SY4~="1 !RC I = ';YAFI !RnJ' 
!Fi.~YAFI"IRCI oLT• Y"'1AXI JRD • IRC 

7'1'5 .(f')~TII\IIJ( 

CALL TVPLOTtSPoSYAFo!RPo4HJOIN•Doll 
786 COI\ITJNUE 

7A?. COI\ITII\IIJE 
CI\LL"TVI\I~XT 
WRITE: 198,7011 ACDoCAoCO,nY~X1 · 

7J0 .FOR"'1AT.15H I =oF6.2o9H MA/CM**2o/o5H CB =oF6.3o6H MOLA~o/o5H CO =• 
1F6.~~6Y ~OLARolollY IDY/~X10 =•F6.2l 

CALL TVLTRilSJ,,992~tDo4l 

CALL TVI'IlJ=XT 
Rl COI\ITt~:.JI: 

CALL TVE"'n 
STOP 
r:NI) 

050 

'l'H 

066 

088 
089 



IR 

cs· 

XNO 

XNG 

w 

WG 

MCT(X) 

SCALE (X) 

.ASF 

co 

DYDXO 

ACD 

YA(l) 3rd stop 

FUNCT.ION ZETA 

FUBC!'ION zEFTA 

lst step after 

PS, YAF 

F 

SP,SYAF 

YA,SX 

YG,XA,XG 

SB,SY,BF 

YQ,PQ. 

. ' 

after 710 

75 

-17o-

plots figures like Pig. 4.7. 

uumber of rqa traced 

bulk solution concentration of euso4 
refractive index of water 

refractive indez of glass 

cel.l width 

glass wall thickness 

convfwts . concelltra.tion into retract! ve 
index 

converts phase into c:cmcentration 

defines bo.undaz7 la.y-er thickness 

concentration at the interface 

slope of the iaeident light 

current dens i q 

location of the first r~ computed 

defines the b01111dary .layer shape 

takes the deri~tive of ZETA 

~fines the ide:rYal. between rays 
canputed 

shape of the given profile 

tocal distance from the outside of 
th~ gla~~ w~ neareot to-the objective 
lens 

computed fringe shape 
\ 

path o! light rays as they cross the . 
cell 

surface of glass walls 

computed fringe shape 

joins incoming r~ location on profile" 
with outgoing ~ on fringe 

.... 
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PROGRA~ NEWAFI INPUTt OUTPUTt TAPE98• FILMI 
C THIS PROGRAM TRACES THE LIGHT THROUGH THE CELL 
C FOR THE CASE OF T•1E MACH ZEHNDER INTERFEROMETER 
C 90UNDARY LAYER SYSTEMS 
C ALL P IN AIIIGST~OMS ALL OTHER DIMENSIONS IN MN EXCEPT ~ONC 

C 0:<4MON Y A I 10 0 2 5 I • D Y 0 X I 1 0 0 2 5 I • Z A I 1 0 0 2 5 I • ZAP I 1\J 0 Z 5 I • S X I 1 i) 0 2 5 I t 
}PSI20~1•XGI21•XAI21•YGI21•PA!lJ251oPUI21•YQI21oSYAF120JI~SP!2001t 
2SYBFii001tS~CZ001•DI200ioYAFI2JOI 
co~lll tAlco, CB• xNo, ASF 
CONMON /TVPOOL/ XMIN.XNAXtYMINoYMAXoTVXMINoTV.~AXtTVYM[NoTVYI'4AX . 
OA U I R I 96 I 

.DATA (q I .1 I 
I)ATA W I qq,. I 
ti~TA X~O I 1,3313 I 
~ATA XNG I 1,5211 I 
DATA WG I 9.~4 I 
TVX114AX = 1?.. 
TVXIIIIJN = 928, 
SCALEIXI = Xll279520o *WI 
FUNCTIXI ~ XNO + ,027952•X 
S£CIXI = 1. I COS!Xf 
X"f~ a FUIII(TI(~I 
co .... 10 3 . 
L = 4 

. F ~ -WGIXNG - W/XNR/3. * (4-Ll 
A~F = ,4 
ACD = ASF * 12.5 * IC~ - (01 
1)0 80 I A = . 1 , 1 1 
DYDXO : -.0045 + .00~5 * IA 
AA = ATANinY~XOI 
S~Aq = XIII~ * SINIAql 
AG a ASINISRA~/XNGI 
CCNP = XNG * WG * l.E7 * 11.- SECIAGII + XNB * W * l.E7 * 11. -

tSECIABI I 
FCNP = F * t.E7 * 11·- ~ECIASINISRABIII 
YMIN ::: O, 
Yi14AX = 1,0, 

-X1141N · ::r -?., 
XMAX = 4e 
CALL TVGRJDI 3o 10, 6HNOL8LSo 1o 31 
WRIT I: I 98,950 I 

9~0 FORMATI3H 4t/llllo3H MMo////o3H Oo/////,3H -2,/o6Xt4HCELLo8Xt5HG 
.1LAS.t;,5Xo1HAIRI 

CALL TVLTRI12otl8,,1,41 
VAlli .. l.F:-6 
IRA = 1 
I~A = ;100 
DO 78 I = loiR 
I)J I I = 0, 
SYAFitl =·0, 

.SPIT I = n. 
YAFitl =VAlli 
PSITI = ZETAIYAFIIJI- XNO 

7l!J PSI T I = ~S( I I I .v27952 
II!:Nr) = 5.· * w 
If:Nf) ·= I END + 1 
nv.oxtll· = nv~xo 
P41 ll = 0,0 
SP I l,. = 0 • 

·sxtt, =·o. · 

026 

·029 
010 

034 
036 
037 

041· 

045 
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!"l!"l 7() J"'•l"'•~"' 
Y4CJl • Y~IJ-•J+ ., * DYn~~J-11. 
A~~ a.~* IY•(J-'1 + YAIJ)J 
Z·l I JJ • '"'TI\1 •R,.ol 
·s \' ( J I '" •., * I J- 1 l 
P~. ( ..J 1 • ~~.( J-• I+< X'l"-l'· I J l /Cr.<; I ATA"UP)YDXI J-1) I I 1*1eF6 

?6 lA~IJI a 7CTAP1~~~~ 
I) v 1"\ X C J I :: l'lY" X I J- • 1 + • ? * Z 4 P I J 1 * II 1 • +OYDX r J-lt I **, I Z A I J J 
I~CYAIJI .LT. Oel GO TO 7~ 
I"'iY~IJI .~T. X~~Xl ~0 TO 75 

76 l.O'H l'IIJ~"' 
~•Y!'lXi.O! = T./VI(!\'.!'!17.!11 IO:N"'I*<:!NCAT_,.IDYDXIIF.NOII 1/XNGI J 
Y1'11_ = •,or,ti-"lYf'Y1n' + v_A( J "'11101 
P1l'll = oq !~'"'!~ 1 + X'''i*'rlG*' .O':+"'*Il•-c;ECCATANCOY0Xt01) I I 
'WI'\)(1!'1'> = -A"tl\"l''()(~r.*!'lN(ATANIDVOXlll\11 I I 

Pl'': = ~'-"1 - (f''!P 

<;C(Il " 0 '"\ 

~v4r-1I1 = YF· 
''I 1 l = "''Y"lX1·" • 
[t:'( IC!J\ ·LT. ! I 

. i . c r ·~ ~ • G T •. r 1 
I ~•·!P = r "''!') 

r I' '\ :a · T 

•R" • I 

"• V { 1 <1'!1"1 + 1 j : "' • 1-1!~ 

r:,·'l ~ j L:" ~ ;") + ' ) v•• \X. - • r'll 
Y .r-.. 1 " ~ • ~~ ..;. ~ ) :· V, ..... : 

l'". ·~~. < J r.-r' ... • .1 .LT. )(~-'! 'll :;o TO 77 
:c:-:VAC ~~~~-~ '1 .• ~T. X~AXI GO TO 11 
I r-·~~ "' '"''!'1 + i 
yr_:..,.rn +'~I~ v~<:"'ND + u+ nvnx102 • !YMAx- w- WGI 
,-,Y'\II'"'I'"\ • ~~ .1·. lC·'!'ll GC TO 77 
L· .·'.1\l:r·r""' 1- "'~} ..... ,~.)("AX~ (-.(1 TO '7"1 
1 ·· .. ,~ ::c r ~'r) + 2 
r; ... , -') "17 

1.., , .--:r· " J - ;__ 
77 ;=-(::.:n:H!-1.•~>1 .• :-'1· •. -ll (ALL TVPLOTCY4oSXoiENPo4HJ0INo0oll 

Yll:1l' V~fl.l. ,,..;, 
7~ r.·,q-rt:!uL:-

( r, ( , , 
. <r,(')) 

= .. , 
... 

,. •\ l 1 ~ :..: I 
1 + l.tr;· 

·' 1\ 1 ' J .. ' I + '.J(; 
v:;c ll "' '<"I•·! 

.. ,.,;: :11 = x·~I\X 

(t•LL 7VPL·JT( v-;,.,..~; :>,o+HJOJ N,t"ltil 
(~LL 7VOLCT(V~,vr;,•,4~~0!NoC,\l 

r ~ LL 7V"J-XT 
Y' I.\;( = • 1 "~, 

Y' '!·'I '-' • r!"lj 
~~LL -v~~T~I~,l~.~H~OL~L~o4otnl 

':.'QIT> 1~·~,'16""1 
960 ;.:)~:1ftil3•• .:.,.t/1/lo'IH l<f,.1o////;:ll! Oo/11/lo'JH -2,/oSXo2H 0 lol5Xo4Hel 

\')~) 

1Xo:> 11e2l 
(.~LL -vLT~(~".,~~.,, o41 

P"l'IT 611'1, I\\"'~•'"•'"•'" 

6~'J i)R';.'\:"'(•:,JI l :,;"'<..,,:)1-i '·lA/ri-!••?~/o'IH CB •oF6.?.o6H MOLARo/t5H CO •• 
lrf •"•6'1':'1LI\rlo,,•.y > :,,:,.,.?,~H "1M I 

(AI,.!. 7VnLJTi'<aP,r• ,]~,<.H.!O!Noll,l) 
rr-( I~\ .I_T, ~pq! ~:1 T·:1 1" 

j 

•· 



·~ 

c 

c 
c 

1 

2 

Fl INI':TJON Z~T4P I X I 
f'lX :: .'l~~'JOl+X 
xP .. x·.- '1X 
ZD = Z~TIUXPI 
x~ = ·x - 11x 
l"' = lS:TAIX"''I 
.Z~T~P ~· (ZP-z~III2.*11Xl 

RF.:TUqN 
F.ND 

· FU~CTidN ZET41XJ 
E~RI')R FUN(TJ(')i\1 ~'JIJ~I)ARY L~YEq 

CO~""Oi\1 141 C'Jo <B• XI\IOo lSF 
nt""FNSJO~ 41'11 

~113-

D4TA A I .1480242, -.0958798, .7478556 I 
f'l4TA D I .47~47 I 

Y :: 4SF i. X 
JFI Y .GT. 10.j I GO ·ro J 
[FlY .~0~0.1 G0 fl) 1 
JFIY .LT.O.J G0 TO 'I 
T =·1· /·11.+-P*YI 
TT =·T 
5 11"1 = 1.0 
1")01 J=t .~ 
SLJ'-1 :o: -~IJ"t. + 4 IT 1·•r T 
TT =· TT • T 
COI'HJNIIF. 
su~ = su,._ • -:xPt-v••21 
lETt\ = X"'l, + .-~27g52 * IC)+IC~-C!)I*I l.-.<;!J!Io1.J l 
R!:JUq~ 

CONTJI\IU'= 
~ETA = XNO + .J27952 * (q 

qF.:r 1~'11 
1 CONTII\IUE 

l~TA :. XN0 + .027952 * Cn 
qF.TU~i\1 

F.:IIID 

F'l"'<TI o,.. p;r .\1 x, 
CORRECT GRtl"lo ~4"1G~. A~D T[TLES. 
F)(TRF."'1A f 1\1 f:FU. 
co~~ON 141 en. c~. XI\IJ, 4SF 
su~ = tti~*4"F*X*•~ + 11 
ZtTA = XN1 + .027952 • (CJ+IC~-COl*ll.-SUMll 
qF. T!JR"' 
J::i\1'1 

FlJ~CTlON Z!:T41XI 
c ((')~[~~ ti\1 C~LL 

C0'-1~'}~ I 4 I CO, (~• XI\IO, A"F 
Fl = 12~~6~'16 • X/ASF 
FIL = ~.1415912· 
JF(CJ eGT. Ffll Fl.= FTL 
[FIFI .LT."-FIL·I FT :: -F.TL 
511~ = .• , * 11. + '>T"!IFI·Il 
ZF.TA =X~~+ .J17952 • 1Cl+IC3-C0-l•ll.-5U~Il 
RCT!J~"'' 

. F.l\4,., 

111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
l16 
117 
lU 
119 

090 

092 
093 
094 

096 

097 
098 
099 
liJO 
101 
102 
101 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 

109 
110 

090 

105 
106 
110 

/ 
/ 



IRC :s 0 
~ 85 tRn = I~AtiRA 
SPIIR~I :s SPIIROI - FCNP 

-1)4-

SPIIROI "'· CB- SCALE.ISPIIRDI • F * l .• E7 * lle- SECIATANIDI!RDlllll 
SYAFII~OI = SYAFIIRDI + F * DIIROi 
I RC • I RC + 1 
SAftRCI ~ SPII~OI 
SY~FIIRCI = SYAFIIROI 

85 CO~TIIIIUE 

CALL TV.PUHISYRFtSRtiRC:t~H.JOINtOtll 
00 ~n i ~ IR~.I~~ 
I F I 11400 I I - 1 , c; I .•Ill E • 0 I . GO T 0 1 0 
Pfl I l t = P S I I I 
VQ(ll ., Y.t.,Fitl 
PQf21=SPili 
YQ(~) ,. SYAFII I 
CALL TVPLOTIYQ,pQ,2o4HJOINo0tll 

10 CONTriiiUE 
CALL TVIIIF.:XT 

80 CONTINUE· 
CALL.TVEIIIO 
STOP 
F:lltfO ,. 088 

.089 
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r------------------LEGALNOTICE--------------------, 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights . 
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